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Bakgrunn: Den kategori-baserte diagnostiske tilnærming til personlighetsforstyrrelser (PF) i 

DSM-IV har vært gjenstand for omfattende kritikk. Eksempler på dette er betydelig overlapp 

mellom diagnosekategorier og utbredt heterogenitet innenfor den enkelte PF-kategori. 

Samtidig har det de siste tiår funnet sted en grunnleggende endring i forståelsen av PF som 

dimensjonale mer enn kategoriske fenomener. Den alternative modellen for PF i DSM-5 

(AMPD) ble utviklet som et forsøk å imøtekomme denne kritikken. Dimensjonale mål ble 

foreslått innført, samtidig ble noen diagnosekategorier videreført. Imidlertid ble modellen fra 

DSM-IV videreført nærmest uten endringer, mens AMPD ble plassert i en «Section III» for 

videre vitenskapelig utprøving. Modellen introduserer to nye generelle kriterier; et A-

kriterium som beskriver kjerneelementer felles for mennesker med personlighetspatologi, 

operasjonalisert gjennom en dimensjonal skala, Level of Personality Functioning (LPFS). 

Skalaen beskriver fem nivåer av personlighetsfungering, fra 0 (liten eller ingen begrensning) 

til 4 (svært alvorlig begrensning), og benyttes både for å identifisere tilstedeværelse av PF og 

alvorlighetsgrad av denne. LPFS er hierarkisk ordnet i to komponenter; «selv» og 

«interpersonlig» fungering. Disse to komponentene er igjen videre inndelt i to domener: 

«identitet» og «selvstyring» (selv) og «empati og nærhet» (interpersonlig). Hvert domene 

består av tre subdomener, slik at i alt tolv under-domener til sammen utgjør en global skår. 

Nivå 2 (moderat begrensning) utgjør terskelverdi for å få en PF-diagnose. I B-kriteriet skåres i 

alt 25 personlighetstrekk som karakteriserer ulikheter i personlighetspatolog. Diagnostiske 

kriterier for seks videreførte PF-kategorier beskriver karakteristiske konstellasjoner av 

personlighetsfungering og trekk. Forfatterne bak LPFS har etter introduksjonen av AMPD 

utviklet et semi-strukturert intervju for evaluering av LPFS, Structured Clinical Interview for 

the DSM-5 AMPD, Module I (SCID-5-AMPD-I), benyttet i denne studien.                                                                   

Målsetting: De tre artiklene til grunn for denne avhandlingen hadde som målsetting var å 

evaluere reliabilitet og validitet av LPFS, målt ved SCID-5-AMPD-I. I den første artikkelen 

ble inter-rater-reliabilitet (IRR) evaluert gjennom to forskjellige design. Andre artikkel er 

basert på en undersøkelse av de diagnostiske strategier for A-kriteriet, mens tredje artikkel 

presenterer en evaluering av sammenhengen mellom LPFS og mål på psykososial fungering. 

Materiale and metode: Vårt totale utvalg besto av 282 pasienter og et ikke-klinisk utvalg 

bestående av 35 deltakere, i alt 317 deltakere. I klinisk utvalg hadde 192 fått en PF-diagnose 

evaluert ved Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV Axis II (SCID-II). Innen 2 uker fra 

henvisning til studien ble LPFS evaluert av et av medlemmene i forskergruppen. Disse hadde 

fått opplæring i bruk av SCID-5-AMPD I, og var blinde for tidligere diagnostiske vurderinger. 
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De første 85 intervjuer ble video-filmet, i studien av IRR ble 17 av disse trukket ut og 

uavhengig evaluert av fire andre ratere. Videre ble det for 33 pasienter foretatt to uavhengige 

intervjuer i løpet av maksimalt to uker. I studien av diagnostiske strategier evaluerte vi først 

en rekke ulike globale LPFS-verdier, med det mål å identifisere en terskelverdi for 

identifikasjon av SCID-II-baserte PF-diagnoser. Videre undersøkte vi spesifikke LPFS-

kriterier for fire DSM-IV-diagnoser. Sammenhengen mellom LPFS og psykososial fungering 

ble undersøkt gjennom analyser av korrelasjon samt en serie hierarkiske regresjonsanalyser. 

Som mål for psykososial fungering ble Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) og Work 

and Social Adjustment Scale (WSAS) benyttet. 

Resultater: Vi fant at raterne i vår studie kunne evaluere LPFS ved SCID-5-AMPD-I med 

tilstrekkelig grad av reliabilitet. Test-retest metoden ga noe svakere estimater for IRR enn ved 

video-observasjon, denne metoden påviste tvilsom reliabilitet for tre subdomener. Vi fant 

videre empirisk støtte nivå 2 som en diagnostisk terskel for PF i A-kriteriet, ved at en global 

skår for LPFS lik 1,5 ga en god kombinasjon av sensitivitet og spesifisitet på tvers av DSM-

IV diagnoser. Imidlertid, for et betydelig antall pasienter, spesielt de mange med den viktige 

diagnosen Unnvikende PF, kan en slik terskel innebære manglende PF-diagnose om LPFS 

benyttes som screening for PF slik modellen tilsier. I vår siste artikkel konkluderte vi med at 

LPFS var en sterkere prediktor for psykososial fungering enn antall SCID-II - kriterier. Vi 

fant også at selv-komponenten i LPFS var sterkere prediktor enn interpersonlig-komponenten 

for begge målene (WSAS og GAF-F).  

Konklusjon: Funnene indikerer at LPFS kan måles reliabelt med SCID-5-AMPD I, mens 

enkelte subdomener bør undersøkes nærmere. Vi fant empirisk støtte for moderat begrensning 

i personlighetsfungering som terskel for en PF diagnose i AMPD, men vi fant også grunn til 

bekymring vedrørende mulige konsekvenser for store grupper pasienter når LPFS benyttes 

som en screening. Dette vil kunne bety eksklusjon fra nødvendig behandling for disse 

pasientene. Denne bekymringen er også relevant for ICD-11, som har en lignende struktur. 

Videre fant vi empirisk støtte for LPFS som et mål på alvorlighetsgrad av 

personlighetspatologi, ved at LPFS var en sterkere prediktor for psykososial fungering enn 

antall SCID-II kriterier. At selv-relatert personlighetsfungering viste seg å predikere 

psykososial fungering bedre enn interpersonlig fungering gir også empirisk støtte til 

beslutningen om å inkludere selv-patologi i ICD-11.   
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1.1 Summary 
 

Background: The categorical diagnostic system for personality disorders (PDs) in the DSM-IV 

had several well-documented shortcomings, such as excessive co-occurrence of PDs, arbitrary 

diagnostic thresholds and poor operationalization of the general PD criteria. The DSM-5 

Personality and Personality Disorder Work Group (P & PD WG) aimed to address these 

shortcomings by developing a hybrid model, containing dimensions and categories. However, 

while the traditional DSM-IV categorical model was continued almost without changes, the 

proposed model was placed in Section III in the DSM-5, in other words, as an alternative 

model for clinical use in need of further scientific evaluation. The Alternative Model for 

Personality Disorders (AMPD) introduced two new general criteria, Criterion A, a severity 

dimension of personality functioning based on common core features of personality 

pathology, and Criterion B, measuring pathological personality traits which are specific for 

this pathology. 

Criterion A is operationalized by the Level of Personality Functioning Scale (LPFS) and aims 

to define both the presence and the severity of personality pathology by delineating five levels 

of impairment, ranging from 0 (little or no impairment) to 4 (extreme impairment). The scale 

describes impairment of personality functioning in four broad domains: Identity and Self-

direction (Self), and Empathy and Intimacy (Interpersonal). Each domain is divided into three 

subdomains (see Table 1). A global LPFS score of 2 (i.e., moderate impairment) is set as the 

threshold for PD diagnosis. 

Criterion B introduces the rating of 25 personality traits, organized into five domains intended 

to describe specific forms of PDs. Six of the ten specific DSM-IV PD diagnoses are retained in 

the AMPD, and the model provides specific diagnostic criteria for each PD diagnosis, a 

constellation of specific impairments of personality functioning and pathologic personality 

traits characteristic for each PD. The LPFS was informed by different theoretical traditions, 

that is, psychodynamic, attachment, social-cognitive, and interpersonal theory (Bender et al. 

2012), but at the time of the publication of DSM-5, the scale had no direct empirical support. 

Initially, only a small part of research on the AMPD has focused on the LPFS, probably 

because it was introduced without any tailored instruments. Later, the authors behind the 

LPFS developed a semi-structured interview for the assessment of the LPFS. This interview, 

the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-5 AMPD, Module I (SCID-5-AMPD-I), was 

used in our study. 
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Aims: This thesis aims to examine the reliability, clinical utility, and validity of the LPFS, as 

assessed by the SCID-5-AMPD-I in a combined clinical/non-clinical sample representing the 

entire range of personality pathology, from healthy personality functioning to extreme 

impairment of personality functioning. The thesis is based on data from the Norwegian 

Multicenter Study of the AMPD (Nor-AMP) and includes three papers. In the first paper, we 

examined inter-rater reliability (IRR) using two different research designs, a video-recording 

approach and a test-retest approach. In the second paper, we evaluated the diagnostic 

strategies for a PD diagnosis in terms of Criterion A, using the DSM-IV PD diagnoses as a 

reference standard. In the last study, we evaluated the association between the LPFS and 

psychosocial functioning. 

Material and methods: The total sample consisted of 317 participants, comprising a clinical 

sample of 282 patients and a non-clinical sample of 35 participants. In the clinical sample, 

192 participants received a DSM-IV PD diagnosis when evaluated by the Structured Clinical 

Interview for the DSM-IV Axis II (SCID-II). Patients were referred to the study by their 

therapists in secondary mental health services. The SCID-5-AMPD-I was performed by 

trained raters within two weeks after the referral and the raters were blind to any diagnostic 

evaluation. Symptom disorders were assessed by the Mini International Neuropsychiatric 

Interview (MINI). Psychosocial functioning was evaluated by two measurements, the Global 

Assessment of Functioning (GAF) and the Work and Social Adjustment Scale (WSAS). The 

non-clinical sample was screened by the Iowa Personality Disorder Screen (ISPD) before 

further assessment, in order to exclude the presence of PDs. Aiming to capture the whole 

range of severity, we included patients from different clinical sites. 

In the first paper, we first evaluated the IRR based on 17 video-recorded SCID-5-AMPD-I 

interviews, each evaluated by five independent raters. When a test-retest design was applied, 

the evaluation was based on 33 SCID-5-AMPD-I interviews, administered by two 

independent blind raters within a maximum time interval of two weeks. In the second paper, 

we evaluated sensitivity and specificity for different global LPFS scores, in order to identify 

an optimal diagnostic threshold for obtaining a DSM-IV PD diagnosis. We further examined 

the diagnostic strategies in the AMPD by evaluating different combinations of domain-related 

impairment for four different SCID-II-based DSM-IV PD diagnostic categories. The third 

paper investigated the association between the LPFS and psychosocial functioning, evaluated 

using the WSAS and the GAF-F. We conducted several series of hierarchical linear regression 

analyses in order to examine the total number of SCID-II criteria and a global LPFS score, as 
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predictors for psychosocial impairment. Similar analyses were performed for the two 

components and the four domains of the LPFS. 

Results: In the first paper, evaluating IRR, we found that the LPFS could be reliably assessed 

by the SCID-5-AMPD-I interview. When a test-retest design was applied, the estimates for 

IRR were lower than when evaluated by the video-observer approach, and this method 

revealed that some subdomains might be complex rate reliable. In Paper 2, a receiver 

operating curve analysis revealed that the total score of the LPFS was a significant and strong 

indicator for the presence of one or more DSM-IV diagnoses. We also concluded that a 

moderate impairment in personality functioning, with a global LPFS score of 1.5, constituted 

a reasonable combination of sensitivity and specificity for receiving any DSM-IV PD 

diagnosis. However, we also found that a common threshold for all PD categories should be 

used with caution, as this might exclude a substantial number of patients with avoidant PD, 

the most frequent DSM-IV PD diagnosis in our sample. In Paper 3, we concluded that the 

global LPFS was a stronger predictor for psychosocial functioning than the sum of the DSM-

IV PD criteria. For both measures of psychosocial impairment, the Self component was a 

significantly stronger predictor than the Interpersonal component. Among the LPFS domains, 

Identity was a strong and significant contributor to variance in the WSAS ratings. Intimacy 

was the only significant contributor to variance in the GAF-F score, though less strong. 

Conclusions: Our results indicate that the LPFS can be reliably assessed by the SCID-5-

AMPD-I, but the findings also revealed concerns regarding some subdomains. Our findings 

provided empirical support for moderate impairment in personality functioning as a diagnostic 

threshold for a PD diagnosis, but also raised questions regarding the use of a single-item 

LPFS score as a screener for PDs, especially for patients with a DSM-IV avoidant PD 

(AVPD). A global LPFS proved to be a stronger predictor for psychosocial functioning than 

the sum of SCID criteria, providing empirical support for the LPFS as a measure of PD 

severity. We also found that self-pathology was a stronger predictor for psychosocial 

functioning than interpersonal pathology, evaluated by both participants and clinicians. This 

supports a focus on self-related pathology in the treatment of PDs and the inclusion of self-

pathology in ICD-11.  
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1.3 Abbreviations 
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PD:  personality disorder 

PD-NOS: Personality Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified 
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2 Introduction 
 

2.1 Background 
Personality disorders (PDs) are common disorders with serious consequences for patients and 

society. The negative impact of PDs are comparable with severe somatic diseases (Soeteman, 

Verheul, & Busschbach, 2008), and include high rates of psychosocial impairment (Skodol, 

2018), shortened life expectancy (Fok et al., 2012) and high comorbidity with several 

symptom disorders (Frankenburg & Zanarini, 2004). In Western countries, as many as 12% of 

the general adult population fulfill the criteria for one or more PD diagnoses, according to a 

recent meta-analysis (Volkert, Gablonski, & Rabung, 2018). The prevalence has been found 

to be at least 50% in psychiatric out-patient samples (Beckwith, Moran, & Reilly, 2014). The 

importance of these disorders implies that adequate diagnosis and treatment are of crucial 

importance. Several evidence-based treatment programs are available (Simonsen, Heinskou, 

Sorensen, Folke, & Lau, 2017), but patients with personality disorders constitute a 

heterogeneous group with different needs regarding care and treatment. There is a need for a 

classification system, in order to identify the presence and severity of a PD disorder, inform 

the correct level of a suitable treatment, and also be feasible for clinicians. 

Personality disorders were first introduced in the sixth version of the International 

Classification of Diseases (ICD) in 1948, while the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders (DSM) included PDs in 1952. The diagnostic approach in the second 

version of the DSM (1968) was criticized for relying too much on clinical judgement based on 

theories, leading to overly vague diagnostic definitions (Blashfield, Keeley, Flanagan, & 

Miles, 2014; Oldham, Skodol, & Bender, 2014; Widiger, Frances, Pincus, Davis, & First, 

1991). As a response to these concerns, developments over the following years were 

characterized by an increased emphasis on empirically validated diagnoses. The DSM-III 

included the introduction of substantial changes, and was later described as truly 

revolutionary (Blashfield et al., 2014, p. 31). Major improvements were the introduction of a 

list of descriptive criteria for each disorder, typical demographical characteristics for patients 

suffering from each disorder, and supplementary information about how to differentiate the 

disorder from other categories. In addition, a multiaxial approach was introduced. Now, each 

patient was expected to be evaluated along five separate axes to ensure that a broad range of 

factors were considered before making a psychiatric diagnosis, including an evaluation of 

personality pathology (Axis II). By introducing these diagnostic criteria, the focus changed 

from internal dynamics towards observable behavior (Bornstein, 2019). This reflected a 
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paradigm shift in the field of psychiatry in general, becoming less dominated by 

psychoanalytical theory. 

The clearer descriptions of psychiatric diagnoses also led to an increasing number of 

diagnostic instruments, and the use of structured interviews led to a substantial increase in 

reliability. In 1987, the DSM-III-Revised version was published, introducing polythetic 

criteria sets for all PD categories (i.e., specifying a minimum number of criteria, but not all 

required). The development of the structured diagnostic assessment interview for PDs, the 

Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-Axis II (SCID-II; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, Williams, 

& Benjamin, 1994), began in 1985. Increased research interest guided a new revision process, 

leading to the DSM-IV in 1994 (Widiger et al., 1991). General criteria were introduced to 

supply the specific criteria sets for each PD diagnosis. These criteria were developed by 

expert consensus, defining PDs as “an enduring pattern of inner experience and behavior” 

(APA, 1994, p. 689), manifested in at least two of the following capacities: cognition, 

affectivity, interpersonal functioning, or impulse control. Further research continued to 

expand the understanding of PDs, including important longitudinal studies of the course of 

PDs (Gunderson et al., 2000; Zanarini, Frankenburg, Hennen, Reich, & Silk, 2005). As new 

knowledge accumulated, important questions regarding the validity and reliability of the 

categorical diagnostic approach were raised. 

 

2.2.Shortcomings of the categorical system in DSM-IV 
2.2.1 Concerns regarding diagnostic validity 
The term validity refers to the degree to which we actually measure the underlying concept we 

claim to measure. The diagnostic validity of a test refers to the test’s ability to differentiate 

persons with and without a specified disorder (Smith, Cerham, & Ivnik, 2003). There is no 

single test of validity and there is no single, precise agreed meaning of the term in science 

(Kendell & Jablensky, 2003). Diagnostic validity depends on the strength of the different 

types of evidence on which it is based. The evidence of a classification system is based on 

previous research, systematic literature reviews and expert consensus. This also includes the 

revisions of the DSM; different work groups have reviewed available research, consulted 

experts and, to some extent, conducted testing of the proposed changes (field trials), all to 

ensure an optimal degree of validity for the revised diagnostic approach. As new knowledge 

emerged, questions regarding empirical support for the conceptualization of PDs in the DSM-

IV were raised: 
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I. Extensive multi-occurrence of diagnostic categories, referred to as the norm rather 

than the exception in both the ICD and the DSM (First, 2005; Clark, 2007; 

Zimmerman, Rothschild, & Chelminski, 2005). This questions the discriminating 

validity of the PDs and indicates essential commonalities among PDs (Krueger & 

Markon, 2006), not sufficiently accounted for in the DSM-IV. 

 

II. Incomplete coverage of personality psychopathology: PD Not Otherwise Specified 

(PD NOS) is one of the most common PD diagnoses in clinical practice (Verheul, 

Bartak, & Widiger, 2007) and associated with more severe psychosocial impairment 

than patients with no PD (Verheul et al., 2007; Wilberg, Hummelen, Pedersen, & 

Karterud, 2008; Wilberg, Karterud, Pedersen, & Urnes, 2009). Of note is that the 

finding that PD NOS seems to capture a group of patients ranked between patients 

with no PD and patients with specific PDs regarding impairment could also be seen as 

an argument for personal pathology as a dimensional rather than a categorical 

phenomenon. 

 

III. Substantial heterogeneity within each of the specific PD categories: The revision of 

the DSM-III introduced criteria sets for each PD category. In the revised version of the 

DSM-III (1987) all criteria sets were made polythetic, meaning that not all criteria 

needed to be fulfilled. This allowed for considerable heterogeneity. An example often 

referred to is borderline personality disorder (BPD) in the DSM-IV; as any five of nine 

criteria are necessary for a BPD diagnosis, there are 256 different possible 

combinations,representing highly diverse problems (Johansen, Karterud, Pedersen, 

Gude, & Falkum, 2004). 

 

IV. Arbitrary diagnostic thresholds: The diagnostic thresholds of the polythetic criteria 

sets for PDs in the DSM have been criticized for a lack of empirical support (Balsis, 

Lowmaster, Cooper, & Benge, 2011; Skodol, 2014). For BPD and schizotypal 

personality disorder (SPD), the threshold was placed at what was optimally 

distinguishing between a control group and those assumed to have the disorder, while 

for antisocial personality disorder (ASPD), the diagnostic threshold was informed by 

field trials. For the other DSM-IV PD diagnoses, there is no empirical evidence for the 
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thresholds (Balsis et al., 2011). Balsis and colleagues (2011) have evaluated the degree 

of latent pathology for all DSM-IV PD diagnoses, finding that these thresholds were 

associated with different levels of severity. 

 

V. The general criteria state that a PD is reflected in impairment in at least two of the 

following: cognition, affectivity, interpersonal functioning and impulse control. 

However, these general criteria have been criticized for: a) being too vague to 

operationalize (Livesley, 1998); b) not being specific for PDs; and c) not having a 

sufficiently empirical basis (Skodol, 2012). Bornstein and his colleagues concluded 

that the representation of the features reflected in the DSM-IV symptoms varied from 

only 6% (impulse control) to 41% (interpersonal) (Bornstein, Bianucci, Fishman, & 

Biars, 2014). In addition, the enduring patterns of PDs described in the general criteria 

have been questioned, as an increasing amount of research has demonstrated that the 

severity and form of a PD change over time (Grilo, McGlashan, & Skodol, 2000; 

Gunderson et al., 2011; Zanarini, Frankenburg, Hennen, Reich, & Silk, 2006; 

Zanarini, Frankenburg, Reich, & Fitzmaurice, 2012). 

 

VI. The DSM-IV does not acknowledge the dimensional nature of personality pathology. 

In line with a growing understanding that mental disorders in general are dimensional 

rather than categorical phenomena, dimensional approaches have gained substantial 

empirical support, together with a growing recognition of the limitations of categorical 

models (Clark, 2007; Hopwood, Kotov, et al., 2018). Recent research on PDs has 

demonstrated that dimensional models have stronger predictive validity than 

categorical models for several outcome variables (Hopwood et al., 2013; Morey et al., 

2012). 

 

VII. The DSM-IV did not emphasize a system for assessing the overall severity of 

personality pathology. Current evidence indicates that PD severity is an important 

predictor for outcome. Hence, the evaluation of severity should be systematically 

included in diagnostic classification systems (Hopwood et al., 2011; Verheul et al., 

2008). 
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2.2.2 Concerns regarding the reliability of diagnoses 
Reliability can be defined as the consistency of the products of an assessment, or, for a 

diagnostic evaluation, the consistency of diagnostic decisions. In recent decades, diagnostic 

reliability has been an important focus in the revisions of diagnostic systems, as reliability is 

often said to be a precondition for validity (e.g., Spitzer & Fleiss, 1974). Comparison of the 

inter-rater reliability of the categorical and dimensional approaches has favored dimensional 

models for determining the presence or non-presence of a PD (Heumann & Morey, 1990). 

 

2.2.3 Concerns regarding clinical utility 
An important argument for maintaining a categorical classification system was linked to 

clinical utility: It has been argued that clinicians will find diagnostic categories more useful 

(Clarkin & Huprich, 2011). The existing diagnostic criteria represent observable and 

behavioral aspects, and a redefinition into more complex, theoretically laden constructs might 

decrease clinical utility (Arntz et al., 2003; Gunderson, 2013; Pincus, 2011). Concerns have 

also been expressed regarding how a dimensional model can be translated into meaningful 

diagnostic categories. Changes in the classification system may lead to changes in prevalence 

rates, difficulties in applying existing treatment programs, and difficulties translating existing 

PD research (First, 2005; Gunderson, 2013). A survey was conducted among 96 PD expert 

members of two influential international PD research associations (Bernstein, Iscan, & Maser, 

2007), concluding that a majority of experts preferred a mixed categorical/dimensional 

approach for the DSM-5. 

 

2.3 The DSM-5 

The Personality and Personality Disorders Work Group (P & PD WG) for the DSM-5 was 

established in order to revise and update the existing classification system and address the 

shortcomings of the DSM-IV. A shift toward a more dimensional approach has been 

recommended (Zachar & First, 2015). However, the process was complicated and several 

proposals were initiated. The final proposal combined dimensional ratings of personality traits 

and functioning with diagnostic categories, often referred to as a hybrid model. However, the 

model was not accepted as the main classification system, but placed in Section III as an 

Alternative Model for Personality Disorders (AMPD) for further research. This also implies 

that the model can be “used as an alternative” to the traditional approach in Section II. The 

model was placed in Section III for two main reasons: First, there was insufficient empirical 

support for such substantial changes from the DSM IV, and second, there were concerns 
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regarding the complexity of the model (Gunderson, 2013; Livesley, 2012; Shedler et al., 

2010; Skodol, Morey, Bender, & Oldham, 2013). Hence, today, two PD classification models 

exist side by side in the DSM-5, the traditional categorical model and an alternative hybrid 

model, both for clinical use. Research comparing the two models is encouraged in order to 

establish better grounds for future revisions (Skodol et al., 2013; Zachar & First, 2015). 

 

2.4 The Alternative Model for Personality Disorders (AMPD) 

The AMPD introduced two dimensional elements. First, core features of self- and 

interpersonal functioning are dimensionally assessed on a continuous severity scale, from 

normality to severe impairment. These core features, divided into four intertwined domains 

(identity, self-direction, empathy and intimacy), are anchored in five levels of severity, 

operationalized as the Level of Personality Functioning Scale (LPFS) (Bender, Morey, & 

Skodol, 2011). This constitutes the general Criterion A in the AMPD, defining the presence 

and overall severity of a PD by the level of impairment in personality functioning. 

The second main element in the model, the general Criterion B, introduces ratings of 25 

personality traits, organized into five higher-order trait domains (negative affect, detachment, 

antagonism, disinhibition, and psychoticism). This trait component utilizes maladaptive 

variants of general trait models (e.g. the five-factor model (FFM)), and is intended to describe 

specific forms of PDs. 

Six of the ten specific DSM-IV PD diagnoses were retained, on the basis of research, clinical 

utility and treatment relevance. These are BPD, ASPD, SPD, avoidant personality disorder 

(AVPD), obsessive-compulsive personality disorder (OCPD), and narcissistic personality 

disorder (NPD). The model provides specific diagnostic criteria for each PD diagnosis, in 

other words, constellations of specific impairments and traits. The PD NOS in the DSM-IV 

has been replaced with a more strictly described category, “trait-specified” (PD-TS); if the 

specific criteria for the six retained PDs are not met, a PD-TS diagnosis will describe the 

individual’s impairment in personality functioning in combination with specific 

configurations of traits. 

 

2.5 The Level of Personality Functioning Scale (LPFS) 

2.5.1 Theoretical and empirical foundation 
Throughout the years, different indicators of PD severity have been proposed and abandoned 

(Crawford, Koldobsky, Mulder, & Tyrer, 2011; Hopwood, Good, & Morey, 2018; Hopwood 
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et al., 2011). Today the total number of DSM-IV criteria is often used as the measure of PD 

severity in research (e.g., Arntz et al., 2003; Few et al., 2013; Hopwood et al., 2011). One 

influential study was the Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorders Study (CLPS; 

Gunderson et al., 2000), a large longitudinal multi-wave study of a clinical population, 

focusing on four DSM-IV PDs, as well as major depressive disorder. In one of the papers 

based on the CLPS study, the authors concluded that the sum of PD-specific diagnostic 

criteria (severity) demonstrated a stronger ability to explain variance in concurrent 

dysfunction than a composite of stylistic elements of symptom expression assumed to be 

independent of severity (Hopwood et al., 2011). The seven DSM-IV PD criteria demonstrating 

the strongest correlation (≥ .5) with the sum of the criteria were the avoidant preoccupation 

with social rejection, social ineptness, needs to be liked first and feeling of inadequacy, the 

borderline anger and identity disturbance, and the schizotypal paranoid ideation (Hopwood 

et al., 2011; Skodol, personal communication, November 20th, 2018). Common for these 

criteria were the strong relatedness to aspects of self and relationships to others (Hopwood 

et al., 2011). The results of this study supported the notion that severity and style should be 

measured separately, and furthermore, that a measure of severity should involve a self-other 

perspective (Bender et al., 2011). 

 

2.5.2 From theory to a clinical tool 

The next step for the work group was to develop a dimensional scale for clinical use, 

capturing elements of self- and interpersonal functioning common for all PD categories. 

Guided by a set of criteria (Bender et al., 2011), the group evaluated several validated 

dimensional measures in order to extract the core features representing a common dimension 

of personality pathology. The measures involved a self-other perspective, rated on a 

continuum of severity. Two examples of selected instruments are the Quality of Object 

Relations Scale (QORS; Azim, Piper, Segal, Nixon, & Duncan, 1991), evaluating an 

individual’s internal ability to establish mature relationships, and the Object Relations 

Inventory (ORI; Bers, Blatt, Sayward, & Johnston, 1993), which evaluates the quality of a 

person’s mental representations of self and others. The other measures evaluated were 

Personality Organization Diagnostic Form (Diguer, Normandin, & Hébert, 2001), Social 

Cognition and Object Relations Scale (Westen et al., 1990), and Reflective Functioning Scale 

(Fonagy, Target, Steele, & Steele, 1998). Concepts from all the models and measures were 

synthesized, constituting a preliminary structure for further refinement. 
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A next step was a secondary data analysis, to develop a continuum suitable for clinical use 

(Morey et al., 2011). Two self-report instruments of personality functioning were used in this 

process: the General Assessment of Personality Disorder (GAPD, Livesley, 2006) and the 

Severity Indices of Personality Problems (SIPP-118; Verheul et al., 2008). Specific items 

relevant for self-/other-related impairment were selected and further extracted through various 

analyses in order to form a coherent global dimension predicting the likelihood of receiving 

any DSM-IV PD diagnoses, as well as multiple DSM-IV diagnoses (Morey, Benson, Busch, & 

Skodol, 2015). Only the psychometrically strongest elements were retained in the following 

process, where the P & PD WG revised the levels in order to develop a unidimensional scale, 

describing five levels of severity in respect of all elements included. In this process, some 

terms, assumed to be too unfamiliar to clinicians (e.g. “mentalize”), were excluded. 

The structure of the LPFS can be split into a vertical direction of severity and a horizontal 

direction of the different elements’ functioning (Zimmermann et al., 2015), illustrated in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1 

LEVEL OF PERSONALITY FUNCTIONING (LPFS) 

Horizontal Vertical 

 2 COMPONENTS SELF INTERPERSONAL  

 

0: Little to no 

impairment 

 

1: Some 

impairment 

 

2: Moderate 

impairment 

 

3: Severe 

impairment 

 

4: Extreme 

impairment 

   

 4 DOMAINS Identity Self-

Direction 

Empathy Intimacy 

     

12 SUBDOMAINS 

 

Sense of 

self 

Ability to 

pursue 

meaningful 

goals 

Understanding 

and 

appreciation of 

others’ 

experiences and 

motivations 

Depth and 

duration of 

connections 

Self-

esteem 

Constructive 

prosocial 

goals 

Tolerance of 

different 

perspectives 

Desire and 

capacity for 

closeness 

Emotional 

range and 

regulation 

Self-

reflective 

functioning 

Understanding 

of effects of 

own behavior 

on others 

Desire and 

capacity for 

closeness 

 

 

2.6 Diagnostic strategies for the AMPD; the “Morey-Survey” 

To evaluate the construct validity and clinical utility of the AMPD, Morey et al. (2013) 

conducted an online survey in which 337 clinicians provided information about one of their 

patients. This included diagnostic information according to the DSM-IV PD criteria and 

clinical judgement regarding all parts of the AMPD. For the DSM-IV, this included a checklist 
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for all 79 criteria, while for the AMPD, the clinicians had to provide judgements for an 

overall rating for the LPFS and individual impairment ratings for all four domains. They also 

rated dichotomously the specific criteria for each of the six retained PD categories. A total of 

83.4% of the sample was judged to fulfill the criteria for one or more PDs, and the most 

frequent categories were BPD (40.1%), AVPD (27%) and paranoid personality disorder 

(PPD; 21.1%). The study concluded that a moderate (level 2) or more severe impairment in 

overall rating of personality functioning represented an optimal combination of sensitivity 

(.846) and specificity (.727) for identifying patients receiving any specific DSM-IV diagnosis 

(Morey et al., 2013). Based on this study, a moderate impairment of personality functioning 

was incorporated in the DSM-5 manual as a diagnostic threshold for qualifying for a PD 

diagnosis. Different decision rules for assigning a specific PD diagnosis to a person were also 

explored. For each of the six retained specific PD categories, the P & PD WG had constructed 

a set of diagnostic criteria reflecting impairment in each of the four domains of the LPFS 

characteristic for each diagnosis. Similarly, criteria sets reflecting maladaptive traits were also 

constructed. For Criterion A, three different combinations of domain-related impairment, 

often referred to as algorithms, were evaluated. The authors concluded that the algorithm 

representing the optimal combination of specificity and sensitivity for fulfilling the criteria for 

the corresponding DSM-IV diagnosis was moderate impairment in at least two of the four 

domains of the LPFS. Hence, to be diagnosed with a PD, a person does not need to exhibit 

impairment in both self- and interpersonal functioning. This diagnostic rule was incorporated 

in Criterion A for the specific PDs in the DSM-5 Section III. 

 

2.7 Clinical application of the AMPD (Table 2) 

The AMPD has a stepwise design, providing different steps based on purpose and available 

resources (Skodol, Morey, Bender, & Oldham, 2015). The first step includes the evaluation of 

the overall severity of impairment in personality functioning according to the LPFS, often 

referred to as the global LPFS. A moderate or more severe impairment is required for a PD 

diagnosis. A single-item or global score can be applied when used to screen for the presence 

of a PD. Hence, this step could also be used as an initial “screener”. The next step includes an 

examination of pathological personality traits (Criterion B) to evaluate the manifestations of a 

PD. The third step provides the evaluation of the presence of specific PD diagnoses by 

applying the diagnostic criteria for specific PD diagnoses in criteria A and B. A moderate or 

more severe impairment in two or more domains of personality function, as well as specified 
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configurations of traits, are required. A provisional specific PD diagnosis is made if the 

criteria are fulfilled, or a PD-TS could also be applied if the specific criteria are not fulfilled. 

In the last step, inclusion or exclusion criteria (C – G) are considered, and if the required 

conditions are met, a PD diagnosis can be applied. 

 

Table 2 

The stepwise diagnostic approach for personality disorders according to the Alternative DSM-5 Model for 

Personality Disorders (AMPD) 

 

  

Step 1: Assessment of Levels of Personality Functioning (Criterion A) 

 

 

Identity and self-direction  

(Self-domains) 

Empathy and intimacy  

(Interpersonal domains) 

 

Threshold: moderate or greater overall impairment 

 

Step 2: Assessment of pathological personality traits (Criterion B) 

 

Negative affectivity, detachment, antagonism, disinhibition, 

psychoticism 

 

 

Threshold: one or more pathological traits are moderately or very descriptive 

 

Step 3a: Apply the specific diagnostic criteria A and B for the six retained 

personality disorders: 

 

Antisocial, avoidant, borderline, narcissistic, obsessive-compulsive, 

schizotypal 

 

 

Threshold: moderate or greater impairment in two or more disorder-specific domains of personality functioning plus 

a disorder-specific configuration of pathological traits 

 

Step 3b: If specific criteria are not fulfilled, but still moderate or greater 

impairment in personality functioning (Criterion A) and one or more 

pathological personality traits (Criterion B): 

 

Apply Criteria A and B for personality disorder – trait specified 

 

 

 

Threshold: moderate or greater impairment in any two or more disorder-specific domains of personality functioning 

plus at least one pathological trait is moderately or very descriptive 

 

Step 4:  Apply the other general criteria C – G:  

Inflexibility and pervasiveness (C); stability and early onset (D); 

other mental disorder (E); substance and medical exclusions (F); 

 age and cultural exclusions (G) 

 

Footnote: The table is adapted with permission from Skodol AE, Morey LC, Bender DS, Oldham JM: The 

Alternative DSM-5 Model for Personality Disorders: A Clinical Application. Am J Psychiatry 2015; 172:606–613. 
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2.8 Clinical interviews for assessment of the LPFS 

A number of semi-structured interviews are now available to assess the LPFS: The Clinical 

Assessment Interview of the LPFS (CALF, Thylstrup et al., 2016); the Semi-Structured 

Interview for Personality Functioning DSM-5; (STiP 5.1, Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, Feenstra, 

Weekers, & De Saeger, 2017) and the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-5 AMPD 

module I (SCID-5-AMPD-I, Bender, Skodol, First, & Oldham, 2018). These instruments are 

all semi-structured instruments, developed to assess the four domains of the LPFS, that is 

identity, self-direction, empathy, and intimacy. An inter-rater reliability study of the CALF 

found rather unsatisfactory reliability estimates. Hence, the authors concluded that the 

instrument would need further development for ordinary clinical use. The STiP-5.1 

(Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, et al., 2017) is a relatively brief interview, assessing all 12 

subdomains. One of the key issues during the development of the STiP-5.1 was the 

requirement that it should be easy to implement in clinical practice. In a study including 80 

patients and 18 non-clinical participants, Hutsebaut et al. (2017) found that the STiP-5.1 

performed well with respect to construct validity, that is, consistent associations with other 

measures of PD severity, and reliability, scoring a Cronbach’s alpha of .97 and an inter-rater 

reliability coefficient of .71 (for the clinical sample). However, the sample was not large 

enough to investigate the latent factor structure of the LPFS or to conduct a more detailed 

psychometric evaluation of the 12 subdomains. The STiP-5.1 is now in clinical use. 

The SCID-AMPD-I (Bender et al., 2018) has a “funnel structure”, similar to the STiP 5.1. 

This structure implies that the 12 subdomains of the LPFS are assessed by a combination of 

screener questions and questions for level determination. For the SCID-5-AMPD-I, 

assessment of each subdomain begins with a screener question to make an initial judgement 

of the most likely level of functioning for that subdomain, for example, “Do you sometimes 

have the experience of not really knowing who you are or how you are unique in the world?” 

(sense of self). Based on screening questions and clinical judgement-based knowledge about 

the patients, the interviewer starts with the assumed level, then continues to the next level and 

so on, until the interviewee clearly does not qualify for a level of impairment. 

 

2.9 Research regarding the LPFS 

Compared to the trait component of the AMPD (Criterion B), research on the LPFS has been 

hampered by a lack of assessment tools when the model was introduced. A recently published 
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review of research on the AMPD (Zimmermann, Kerber, Rek, Hopwood, & Krueger, 2019) 

included 225 publications on the AMPD; only 17 publications focused solely on the LPFS. 

 

2.9.1 Structure of the LPFS 
The components and domains of the LPFS were assumed to reflect manifestations of one 

single dimension; these elements were expected to be highly correlated (Bender et al., 2011). 

Later, several studies provided empirical support for this structure. Zimmermann et al. (2015) 

evaluated the latent structure of the LPFS based on information provided online for two 

samples: One sample consisting of laypersons, evaluated by one of their acquaintances, and 

one sample of patients evaluated by their therapists. The authors found evidence for two 

highly intercorrelated factors of self- and interpersonal functioning, a finding in accordance 

with the results Hutsebaut and colleagues (2017) demonstrated in their evaluation of the 

StiP 5.1 instrument. A recent study using the same instrument (Zettl, Volkert, et al., 2019) 

found a correlation among the four domains of the LPFS in the range .55 to .70. A study by 

Hummelen and colleagues (Hummelen et al., 2019), evaluating the LPFS assessed in terms of 

the SCID-5-AMPD Module I, also found support for the LPFS as a unidimensional construct. 

Other authors have used self-reporting instruments to elucidate the structure of the LPFS, 

finding strong inter-correlation among the four domains (Bach & Hutsebaut, 2018; Dereboy, 

Dereboy, & Eskin, 2018; Hopwood, Good, et al., 2018; Morey, 2017). 

Here it is also worth mentioning that two studies have evaluated the vertical structure of the 

LPFS, using item response theory (IRT). Both studies (Zimmermann, 2015; Hummelen, 

2019) concluded that the ordering of the severity levels were somewhat problematic. The 

Nor-AMP-based study by Hummelen et al. concluded that, while there was a relatively small 

shift between levels 2 and 3, the shift from level 3 to level 4 was correspondingly large. 

A high degree of association between the two main components and the four domains has 

raised the question of using a single, global LPFS score rather than emphasizing domain 

scores (Hopwood, Good, et al., 2018). However, other authors have argued that the LPFS was 

intended to evaluate the breadth of personality functioning necessary for the meaningful 

evaluation and understanding of the dynamic aspects of personality pathology (Bender, 2018; 

Meehan, Siefert, Sexton, & Huprich, 2019). However, the assumptions regarding the model’s 

underlying structure still constitute empirical questions to be tested (Morey, 2019b). 
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2.9.2 Inter-rater reliability of the LPFS 
Because no tailored instrument existed, the first evaluations were based on instruments 

developed for the assessment of other constructs, such as the Structured Clinical Interview for 

Axis II Disorders (SCID-II, First et al., 1994), or an interview based on the guidelines of the 

Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis (OPD) system (OPD Task Force, 2008). Table 3 

presents the results of all previous IRR studies, all using the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 

(ICC) as estimate for IRR. 

Table 3 

Previous studies of inter-rater reliability, total LPFS and domains, evaluated by ICC*** 

 Instrumen

t used 

Design Clinical 

sample  

Total 

LPFS 

Identity Self-

direction 

Empathy Intimacy 

(Few et al., 

2013)  

SCID-II Video 109  .49 .47 .49 .47 

(Zimmermann 

et al., 2014)  

OPD* Video 10 .61 .41 .46 .25 .63 

Hutsebaut 

(Hutsebaut, 

Feenstra, & 

Kamphuis, 

2015)  

STIP-5.1 Video 40 .71 .76 .64 .79 .80 

(Thylstrup et 

al., 2016)  

CALF** Video 30 .54 .31 .58 .57 .46 

* OPD = Operationalized Psychodynamic Diagnosis system 

** CALF = Clinical Assessment of the Level of Personality Functioning Scale 

*** All estimates of ICC significant; p < .01 

 

 

Few and coworkers (2013) conducted their study with a sample of 109 outpatients, of whom 

37.6% were diagnosed as having a PD. The four LPFS domains were scored on the basis of 

information obtained from SCID-II interviews. These interviews were videotaped, and a 

second rater then made the same assessment after observing the interview. The IRR of the 

four domains (ICC .47-.49) was fair, but not good (Cicchetti, 1994), and the authors discussed 

whether the complexity of the LPFS was the main reason for not achieving higher estimates. 

These concerns were also raised by other authors (Clarkin & Huprich, 2011; Pilkonis, 

Hallquist, Morse, & Stepp, 2011; Pincus, 2011), and were later evaluated by Zimmermann 

and colleagues (2014). In their study, 22 untrained and clinically inexperienced students 

assessed the LPFS, based on video observations of experts. These experienced raters 

performed the interviews following the guidelines of the Operationalized Psychodynamic 

Diagnosis system (OPD Task Force, 2008). The ICC estimates ranged from .25 to .63 for the 

four domains, with a total LPFS of .51. Due to the acceptable reliability achieved, as well as 

the significant association between the scores of the students and the experts, the authors 

concluded that concerns regarding complexity and the need for training were premature. 
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Similar conclusions were drawn by the authors of two later studies. Preti et al. (2018) found 

acceptable estimates of IRR when 73 undergraduate students evaluated the LPFS based on 

audio recordings of the Structural Interview of Personality Organization (STIPO, Stern et al., 

2010). Learnability and IRR were the focus of a study by Garcia et al. (2018). Here, written 

clinical vignettes were used to evaluate to what extent advanced clinical psychology doctoral 

students were able to achieve acceptable reliability through learning sessions. The authors 

found that the estimates of reliability (ICC) improved for each learning session, resulting in 

ratings for the domains in the range of .59 to .75, and for the global LPFS of .81. The greatest 

improvement was found for the interpersonal domains of empathy and intimacy, while the 

domain of self-direction, demonstrating excellent reliability through all learning sessions, did 

not improve. 

The Dutch STiP 5.1 was evaluated in a study by Hutsebaut et al. (2017), who interviewed 80 

treatment-seeking participants and a community sample of 18 individuals. The interviews 

were video-recorded and then independently scored. Three hours of training had been 

provided. The ICC estimates for the domains were good, ranging from .81 to .92 in the total 

sample and from .58 to .80 in the clinical sample; for the total LPFS the estimates were .89 

and .71, respectively. The authors concluded that this instrument was a reliable tool for the 

assessment of the LPFS. 

In a pilot study based on a combined sample of 36 patients, who varied in severity and type of 

psychopathology, as well as seven non-clinical participants, the IRR of the CALF was 

evaluated (Thylstrup et al., 2016). The interview was conducted by six experienced raters, 

videotaped, and each interview was co-rated by two experts. No formal training of the raters 

had been provided. Using Pearson’s correlation, a medium correlation (r = 0.59) was reported 

between the video and interview ratings for the overall model, whereas a low to medium 

correlation (r = .16–.66) was reported for the subdomains. Agreement between different 

independent video raters was investigated. Estimates for the ICC for the subdomains ranged 

from .31 to .60; for the total LPFS the estimate was .54. The authors concluded that the design 

of the interview, with its emphasis on the interference between rater and patient during the 

interview and not only on the patients’ answers to the questions asked, could explain the weak 

inter-rater reliability obtained. The authors concluded that this assessment should not be 

considered as a stand-alone assessment. 
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Finally, a Turkish group (Dereboy et al., 2018) used a translated version of the LPFS with no 

assessment tools to rate 20 patients. The researchers found test–retest reliability estimates of 

.46 to .64 for domains, and .58 for the LPFS total scores. 

Although these studies all provided important contributions to the research on the LPFS, they 

had important limitations. First, most studies did not cover the whole severity range of 

personality pathology. Second, only two studies (Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, et al., 2017; 

Thylstrup et al., 2016) used clinical interviews developed for the assessment of the LPFS. 

Third, except for the Turkish study (Dereboy et al., 2018), which did not use any tailored 

measurement for the evaluation of the LPFS, the methods used were based on recordings or 

written vignettes. These methods are expected to yield higher estimates of reliability than 

other methods (Chmielewski, Clark, Bagby, & Watson, 2015), because they do not measure 

variations in the patients’ self-presentation or differences in how the interviews are conducted. 

This topic was the focus in a study by Chmielewski and colleagues (2015), who compared the 

reliability estimates of DSM-IV diagnoses using an audio-recording design to estimates 

achieved when a a test-retest design was applied. Test-retest analyses are regarded as more 

rigorous, providing data from two different interview situations. In this study, two different 

raters evaluated the patients independently within a one-week interval. While the audio-

recording design achieved “excellent” estimates by traditional standards, the test-retest 

method resulted in estimates that would be considered as “fair” by the same standards. 

The importance of including a test-retest design when examining reliability is emphasized in 

many studies (e.g., Grove, Andreasen, McDonald-Scott, Keller, & Shapiro, 1981; Helzer 

et al., 1977), and was the design recommended for the DSM-5 Field Trials (Kraemer, Kupfer, 

Clarke, Narrow, & Regier, 2012; Kraemer, Kupfer, Narrow, Clarke, & Regier, 2010). A test-

retest IRR field trial of the LPFS was planned by the DSM-5 P & PD WG, but due to lack of 

funding these trials were not conducted (Zachar, Krueger, & Kendler, 2016). Therefore to 

date no IRR studies of the LPFS have addressed the limitations described above. 

 

 

2.9.3 Concurrent validity of the LPFS 
“Concurrent validity” refers to the degree to which a construct (i.e., the LPFS) correlates with 

other validated measures of the same or a related construct, measured at the same time. The 

Morey survey (Morey et al., 2013) found the overall LPFS score to be substantially correlated 

by the sum of the DSM-IV criteria, thereby providing the first empirical support for its 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concurrent_validity
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concurrent validity. The survey also demonstrated significant correlation between the 

clinicians’ LPFS rating and their estimates of functioning in occupational, social, and leisure 

areas, as well as the presumed prognosis and risk for harming the self, others and criminal 

behavior – all based though on clinical judgement. Regression analyses indicated that the 

global LPFS ratings demonstrated stronger ability to explain variation in all described areas of 

clinical judgement, except for estimated risk and presumed level of care, when compared to 

the number of DSM-IV PD diagnoses present or not. The concurrent validity of the LPFS was 

also supported by a study by Few et al. (2013), documenting significant correlations between 

all four domains in the LPFS and different aspects of self-reported emotional stress (anxiety, 

depression and global symptom severity), as well as with a number of DSM-IV PD criteria. 

Among the different DSM-IV diagnostic categories, the LPFS was strongest correlated with 

the BPD (M r = .55), while OCPD was the PD diagnosis demonstrating the weakest 

correlation (M r = .13). Also, the study by Zimmermann et al. (2014) provided some 

empirical support for the validity by indicating that the overall ratings of the LPFS were 

significantly higher for participants fulfilling the criteria for a DSM-IV PD than other 

participants, and positively correlated with the number of DSM-IV PD diagnoses. 

In the first study, using a clinical interview for assessment of the LPFS (STiP-5.1; Hutsebaut, 

Kamphuis, et al., 2017), concurrent validity was examined for both the total LPFS score and 

for the Self- and Interpersonal component scores. Significant correlation with the number of 

DSM-IV PD criteria was demonstrated for both the total LPFS, the Self-component (r = .48) 

and the Interpersonal component (r = .45). There was no significant correlation between the 

LPFS and symptom disorders. Both the global LPFS score and the Self-component domains 

indicated significant association (rs = .41–.43) with self-reported psychological symptom 

severity measured by the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983). Of 

note is that no such significant correlation was found for the Interpersonal component. 

In a recently published study (Zettl, Volkert, et al., 2019), the STiP 5.1 was used to evaluate 

the association between the LPFS and mentalization measured by the Reflective Functioning 

Scale (Fonagy et al., 1998) in two samples, one clinical and one non-clinical. Impairment in 

all four domains was associated with reduced capacity for mentalization, while better capacity 

was related to no or little impairment in the LPFS domains. As impaired mentalization is 

assumed to be related to important features of personality pathology (Taubner et al., 2013), 

the study provides some support for the concurrent validity of the LPFS. Also in a Turkish 
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clinical study (Dereboy et al., 2018), the clinicians’ ratings of the LPFS were strongly 

correlated with the number of DSM-IV PD criteria. 

An increasing number of self-report instruments has also contributed to a body of empirical 

work on the validity of the LPFS (Bach & Hutsebaut, 2018; Gamache, Savard, Leclerc, & 

Cote, 2019; Hopwood, Kotov, et al., 2018; Huprich et al., 2017; Hutsebaut et al., 2015; 

Morey, 2017), demonstrating promising validity in both clinical and community samples. 

However, to the best of my knowledge, only the StiP studies (Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, et al., 

2017; Zettl, Taubner, Hutsebaut, & Volkert, 2019; Zettl, Volkert, et al., 2019) have based 

their evaluations on a clinical interview developed for the assessment of the LPFS. 

 

2.10 Knowledge gap 
The proposed model for a new diagnostic classification in the DSM-5 was placed in 

Section III partly because “the scientific evidence is not yet available” (APA, 2013, p. 24). As 

the LPFS has no direct empirical basis, research regarding this part of the AMPD is of 

particular importance. As several self-report instruments have been developed, an increasing 

number of studies on the LPFS have been published (Anderson & Sellbom, 2018; Dowgwillo, 

Roche, & Pincus, 2018; Hopwood, Good, et al., 2018; Roche, Jacobson, & Pincus, 2016; 

Sleep, Lynam, Widiger, Crowe, & Miller, 2019). 

However, an overreliance on the use of the self-report methodology in research on PDs has 

been a long-standing criticism (Clarkin & Huprich, 2011; Ganellen, 2007; Huprich, Bornstein, 

& Schmitt, 2011). Several studies have demonstrated only modest correlation between self-

reporting and information provided by others (Meyer et al., 2001; Oltmanns & Turkheimer, 

2009). Self-report assessments are more feasible than time-consuming interviews, while 

clinical interviews enable the raters to explore and clarify areas of complexity and potential 

confusion for patients. Other important concerns regarding self-reporting have been 

inaccuracy of self-representation, and the important influence of mood state on how patients 

report their personalities (Ottosson, Grann, & Kullgren, 2000). Hence, diagnostic evaluations 

in clinical practice require more than the patients’ own evaluation (Clark, 2007). By 

combining the patients’ verbal self-reporting with the clinicians’ judgements based on non-

verbal cues and interactions within the interview, a clinical interview optimally circumvents 

the pitfalls associated with self-reports. 
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In order to be able to generalize the research results to clinical situations, the use of 

representative clinical samples is crucial for an instrument developed for clinical use. Hence, 

more studies based on clinical interviews, representing evaluations of clinical samples 

including a broad spectrum of PD severity, are needed. 

Although reliability is known to set the upper limit for validity, no studies of IRR of the LPFS 

based on the recommended test-retest method existed prior to our study. Furthermore, the 

diagnostic thresholds for the presence of PDs in the AMPD were never evaluated after the 

online study which was used to establish them (Morey & Skodol, 2013), and no studies 

evaluating the association with psychosocial functioning, based on clinical interviews, 

existed. The psychometric properties for the clinical interview SCID-5-AMPD-I (Bender 

et al., 2018), developed by the architects behind the model, were not evaluated.  

 

3. Objectives 
This multi-site study aims to examine the reliability and validity of the LPFS in a 

representative clinical sample, capturing the whole range of severity of personality pathology. 

This evaluation is based on the SCID-5-AMPD-I, translated into Norwegian. 

 

The specific research aims are: 

Reliability 

1) To evaluate the inter-rater reliability of the Norwegian translation of the SCID-5-

AMPD Module I based on both the observer and test-retest methods (Paper 1). 

Construct Validity 

2) To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the global LPFS as a test for the presence of 

one or more DSM-IV PD diagnoses, evaluated by the SCID-II. Furthermore, to 

evaluate different diagnostic thresholds for a single LPFS score against the presence of 

a DSM-IV PD diagnosis (Paper 2). 

3) To examine the “any two or more areas present” rule in the AMPD Criterion A for 

specific PDs, based on ratings of all subdomains within each of the four domains 

(Paper 2). 

Criterion Validity 

4) To evaluate how the different levels of personality functioning relate to concurrent 

psychosocial functioning, as measured by the Work and Social Adjustment Scale 

(WSAS) and the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) (Paper 3). 
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5) To evaluate the global LPFS score as a predictor of psychosocial functioning, 

compared to the traditional measure of DSM-IV PD severity, namely the number of 

SCID-II criteria (Paper 3). 

6) To examine the two components and four domains within the LPFS as predictors of 

concurrent psychosocial functioning (Paper 3).  

4. Material and Methods 
4.1 Setting 

The study sample (N = 317) comprised 282 patients undergoing diagnostic evaluation or 

treatment (the clinical sample) and a non-clinical sample of 35 participants. The clinical 

sample was recruited from different levels of psychiatric care at six hospitals in Norway 

between March 2015 and March 2017. Patients were referred to the study by their therapists, 

and recruitment sites included general mental health outpatient departments (24.8%), inpatient 

departments (12%), group psychotherapy outpatient treatment units (51.8%), and two 

substance abuse units (11.4%), one of which served a prison clinic. The group psychotherapy 

units were all part of the Norwegian Network for Personality Disorders1 (Karterud et al., 

2003), a large collaborative network of clinical units specializing in the treatment of PDs. 

We aimed to cover the whole range of severity of personality pathology, and especially aimed 

to include patients from three of the six diagnostic DSM-IV categories retained in the AMPD: 

avoidant personality disorder, borderline personality disorder and antisocial personality 

disorder, based on their importance in clinical settings. 

A sample of individuals not undergoing clinical treatment during the previous five years was 

included to ensure a broad range of personality functioning in the total sample. Participants 

were recruited through an information poster among students and employees at the University 

of Agder, the University of Oslo and the Sorlandet Sykehus. 

 

4.2 Study samples 
4.2.1 Clinical sample 
The clinical sample (N = 282) comprised 182 females (64.5%) between 16 and 72 years old 

(M = 32.5; SD = 10.1). Approximately half (50.4%) of the patients lived with a partner, 43.2% 

were employed or full-time students when evaluated, and the mean duration for more than 

                                                                    
1 Name recently changed from Norwegian Network of Personality-Focused Treatment Programs 
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50% of work or studies during the previous year was 4.4 months  (SD = 4.9). The average 

education level was 4.1 (SD = 2.8) years post-secondary school. 

The mean number of specific DSM-IV PD criteria evaluated by the SCID-II was 11.1 (SD = 

8.1; range = 0–49). Regarding the PD diagnostic categories, 192 (68.1%) participants fulfilled 

the criteria for one or more diagnoses, including PD-NOS (M = 1.0; SD = 1; range 0–7). For 

seven of the participants (2.5%), information regarding the SCID-II evaluation was missing. 

The most frequent diagnosis was APD at 42.2% (n = 81), followed by BPD at 36.5% (n = 70), 

PD-NOS at 23.4% (n = 45), ASPD and PPD at 15.6% (both n = 30), OCPD at 10.9% (n = 21), 

and DPD at 7.4% (n = 14). Schizotypal, schizoid, histrionic, and narcissistic PDs each 

occurred in less than 2%. 

For the 158 patients with one or more specific PD, the mean number of criteria was 14.1 (SD 

= 7.8). The number of specific PD diagnoses was distributed as follows: 106 patients (67.1%) 

fulfilled the criteria for one PD, 28 patients (17.7%) had two, 13 (8.2%) had three diagnoses, 

seven (4.4%) fulfilled the criteria for four, two patients (1.3%) had five diagnoses and two 

patients had seven PD diagnoses. When the PD-NOS was included, the mean number of 

specific criteria was 13.6 (SD = 7.8) and the mean number of PD diagnoses was 1.5 (SD = 1). 

In the clinical sample, we found co-occurrence of symptom disorders in 83.7% (M = 1.6; SD 

= 1.4). For seven participants (2.5%), symptom diagnoses were missing. Major depression 

(27%) was most often diagnosed, followed by social phobia (19%), post-traumatic stress 

disorder (13%), substance abuse (12%), generalized anxiety disorder and dysthymia (both 

10%), and panic disorder with agoraphobia (9%). 

 

4.2.2 Non-clinical sample 
The sample (n = 35) comprised 25 females (71%) and 10 males, ranging in age from 19 to 58 

(M = 30; SD = 12). Almost half (46%) of the participants were married or lived with a partner. 

All participants were students or employed, with a mean of 10.3 (SD = 3.8) months engaged 

in more than 50% work or studies the previous year. There was an average level of education 

of 6.5 years post-secondary school. 

 

4.2.3 Subsample I in IRR analyses, video-based (Paper 1) 
We video-recorded the first 85 participants in our study, in order to conduct an IRR analysis. 

The first five were grouped according to the rated global level, thereafter 12 videos were 

randomly selected using a net randomizer (Urbaniak & Plous, 1997). In this subsample, the 
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mean age was 31.6 (range = 19–59), 11 (65%) were female, and the average level of 

education was 4.6 years post-secondary school (SD = 3.1). The mean number of SCID-II 

criteria was 11.4 (SD = 9.3, range = 0–30), the mean number of PD diagnoses was 1.3 (SD= 

1.3, range = 0–4). Nine participants fulfilled the criteria for a specific PD diagnosis (53%), 

distributed as follows: eight had avoidant PD, four had borderline PD, two had antisocial PD, 

two had paranoid PD and one had dependent PD. In this sample, 76.5% had a symptom 

diagnosis (M = 1.9; SD = 1.1, range = 1–4;): the most frequent diagnosis was major 

depressive disorder (58.9%), followed by panic disorder (12%), post-traumatic stress disorder 

(12%), drug abuse (12%), social phobia (12%), agoraphobia (12%) and attention deficit 

disorder (12%). For three participants no information regarding symptom diagnosis or number 

of SCID-II criteria was provided, because these participants were drawn from the non-clinical 

sample. 

Participants in subsample I were not significantly different from the total sample with respect 

to age (t =.29, p =.766), sex (chi square =.003, p =1.0), number of PD criteria (t =.231, 

p =.818), and mean LPFS level (t =1.00, p =.317). 

 

4.2.4 Subsample II for IRR analyses, test-retest based (Paper 1) 
From January to July 2016, 33 patients participated in the test-retest IRR study. All 

participants were recruited from the Oslo region. Originally, 34 participants were included, 

but one patient was excluded because of autism spectrum disorder, diagnosed after study 

inclusion. Among the remaining 33 participants, 24 (73%) were female, the mean age was 29 

years (range = 20–55 years) and the mean level of education was 4.3 years post-secondary 

school (SD =2.7). The mean number of SCID-II criteria was 9.8 (SD = 5.1), the mean number 

of PD diagnoses was .91 (SD = .38; range = 0–3). Among the 28 participants receiving a PD 

diagnosis, 13 had BPD (46%), eight PD-NOS (29%) and six AVPD (21%). A total of 28 

patients (85%) received a symptom diagnosis (M = 1.6; SD = 1.2; range = 1–5). Recurrent 

depression (42%) was most frequently diagnosed, followed by social phobia (24%), 

generalized anxiety disorder (15%), dysthymia (12%), and post-traumatic stress disorder 

(12%). Patients participating in the test-retest study were significantly younger than those in 

the main clinical sample (28.9 versus 32.9; t = 2.1, p =.033), but did not differ in terms of 

gender (χ2 = .06, p = .438), mean level of personality functioning (t = 1.3, p = .191), or 

number of PD criteria (t = 1.04, p = .299). Since only patients were included in the test-retest 

study, non-clinical controls were not included in the latter comparisons. 
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4.3 Referring therapists and raters 
The mean number of years of experience among the referring therapists who performed the 

diagnostic evaluations was 14 years (SD = 10); 61.6% were female. Regarding their 

professions, 44.5% were psychologists, 27.8% psychiatrists, 19.6% social workers / nurses 

and 8.1% had another degree. The SCID-5-AMPD Module I was administered by seven 

experienced raters with a mean number of years of experience of 13.9 (SD = 5.9); five were 

female. Regarding their professions, three were psychologists, four psychiatrists, and four had 

a PhD related to PD. In the test-retest substudy, four inexperienced raters were also included, 

together with three experienced raters. Inexperienced raters took part in the assessment of 28 

of the 33 participants. Three of these were female undergraduate psychology students and one 

was a female medical student. 

 

4.4 Measurements 
4.4.1. Diagnostic assessment of PDs (Papers 1-3) 
 

Structured Clinical Interview for Axis II Disorders (SCID-II) 

Prior to inclusion, referring therapists also performed the SCID-II (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & 

Williams, 1995). This is a semi-structured interview for assessment of the 10 DSM-IV PDs, 

including PD-NOS. A PD-NOS diagnosis was made if the participants were rated with ten or 

more SCID-II criteria, but without meeting the criteria for any specific PD diagnosis (Loranger, 

1999; Verheul & Widiger, 2004). No principal PD diagnosis was set – all were counted equally in 

our analyses. In the SCID-II, each PD criterion was scored as 0 (absent), 1 (subthreshold), or 

2 (present). In our analyses, the SCID-II criteria were rated as present or not, by defining 

subthreshold scores in the SCID-II as not present. 

Referring clinicians were trained in performing the SCID-II through courses arranged by the 

National Advisory Unit for Personality Disorders and the Department of Personality 

Psychiatry (DPP), Oslo University Hospital. The quality of the SCID-II assessments was 

ascertained by consensus training of all referring therapists, using video-recorded interviews. 

During both the initial training and the video sessions, independent ratings and discrepancies 

were discussed, but no test of IRR was performed. The SCID-II has demonstrated good inter-

rater and test–retest reliability in PD samples, using similar training procedures (Arnevik 

et al., 2010; Lobbestael, Leurgans, & Arntz, 2011; Weertman, Arntz, Dreessen, van Velzen, 

& Vertommen, 2003). In a study by the Norwegian Network for Personality Disorders, from 
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which 51.8% of the clinical sample in our study was recruited, acceptable diagnostic 

reliability for the three PDs evaluated (AVPD, BPD and PPD) was found (Arnevik et al., 

2009), and the kappa coefficients were as follows: AVPD, 0.75; BPD, 0.66; and PPD, 0.71. 

 

4.4.2 LPFS assessment (Papers 1-3) 
The Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-5 Alternative Model for Personality Disorders, 

Module I (SCID-5-AMPD-I) 

The SCID-5-AMPD-I is a semi-structured interview developed to evaluate the 12 subdomains 

of the LPFS (First, Skodol, Bender, & Oldham, 2018). The interview started with some 

general overview questions regarding demographic data, education and work history, and 

current and past periods of psychopathology. Because the raters in our study had only limited 

information about the interviewees, three questions regarding suicide attempts, self-harm and 

suicidal ideation were added to this overview section. This section was followed by eight 

questions focusing on how the individual relates to him- or herself and to others. 

The ratings of the 12 subdomains each started with screening questions. For example, for the 

subdomain Sense of Self (Identity domain), the screening question is: “Do you sometimes 

have the experience of not really knowing who you are or how you are unique in the world?” 

Based on the interviewee’s response to these screener questions, along with the response to 

the previous questions asked, the interviewer made a preliminary evaluation of the level at 

which the interviewee may be functioning. The rater started asking determination questions at 

that level, and then explored increasing levels of impairment until the interviewee clearly did 

not qualify for further investigation (i.e., a “funnel-structure”). There were a total of 168 

questions, one to six for each level, and the funnel structure enabled the rater to avoid 

unnecessary questions. 

For example, one of the questions for level 3 of the subdomain Sense of Self is: “Do you often 

take on the emotions and ideas of people you identify with?” To provide anchor-points for the 

ratings, the text includes the descriptions of all levels, taken verbatim from the LPFS. For 

each subdomain a level rating is set, based on the answers and clinical judgement. For each 

domain an average score is also set, and a mean LPFS score is set as an average for all four 

domains. For instance, a patient with a sum score of 18 will have a final LPFS level of 1.5, 

and a patient with a sum score of 20 will have a final LPFS level of 1.67. 

In our study, the interviewer had access to the original referral. Raters were instructed to mark 

the text to indicate which levels they explored. For use in our study, both the LPFS and the 
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SCID-5-AMPD- I were translated into Norwegian by members of the DPP. A back translation 

was performed post-hoc by a professional translator, finding excellent correspondence with 

the original English version. All raters participated in two days’ training in the use of the 

LPFS as well as the SCID-5-AMPD-I instrument. As this instrument has been developed 

recently, there was no information available concerning psychometric properties when our 

study was conducted. 

 

4.4.3 Measurements of psychosocial functioning (Papers 2 and 3) 

Clinician-rated psychosocial functioning (GAF-F) 

Psychosocial functioning was rated by clinicians using the Global Assessment of Functioning 

(GAF, American Psychiatric Association, 1994). The scores range from 1 to 100, representing 

severity of symptoms and social and occupational impairment during the previous week. 

Higher scores represent better functioning: good psychosocial functioning is usually defined 

as a total GAF score above 70 (Esguevillas et al., 2018). A split version was used (Karterud, 

Pedersen, Loevdahl, & Friis, 1998), in which symptoms (GAF-S) and function (GAF-F) are 

rated separately; this is commonly used in Norway. Substantial differences between the two 

dimensions occur rarely (Pedersen & Karterud, 2012). Acceptable reliability has been 

demonstrated for the GAF, especially in research situations where raters have been trained 

(Vatnaland, Vatnaland, Friis, & Opjordsmoen, 2007). In our study, the referring therapists 

were trained at a one-day workshop arranged by the DPP. 

 

Self -reported psychosocial functioning (WSAS) 

Self-reporting of psychosocial functioning was measured by the Work and Social Adjustment 

Scale (WSAS; Mundt, Marks, Shear, & Greist, 2002). This five-item questionnaire measures 

impairment on a scale from 0 to 8, with 0 indicating no impairment, while 8 indicates very 

severe impairment. In our study, the summarized total score was used (Mundt et al., 2002). 

The five items cover ability to work and study, home management, social and private leisure 

activities, and ability to form and maintain close relationships with others, based on 

functioning during the previous four weeks. Scores above 20 are regarded as indicating 

moderate to severe disability. The scale has been found sensitive to clinical changes in 

individuals with PDs (Pedersen, Kvarstein, & Wilberg, 2017) and has also demonstrated high 

test–retest reliability (Jansson-Frojmark, 2014). 
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Socio-demographic variables 

Participants were asked to complete a standardized questionnaire used in the Norwegian 

Network for Personality Disorders about civil status, education, occupational status, as well as 

previous and current contact with mental health clinics. 

 

4.4.4 Diagnostic assessment symptom disorders (Papers 1–3) 

Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) 

Symptom disorders were assessed with the MINI interview, a short structured diagnostic 

interview for DSM-IV and ICD-10 psychiatric disorders. In this study, we used the Norwegian 

version 5.0. of the MINI, revised in 2007, which was found to achieve moderate to good test–

retest reliability among raters in a Norwegian acute ward (Mordal, Gundersen, & Bramness, 

2010). The therapists who performed the MINI in our study were experienced in the use of 

this instrument, but IRR was not tested. 

 

4.4.5 Screening for PDs (Papers 1–3) 

Iowa Personality Disorder Screen (IPDS) 

The IPDS is an 11-item screening instrument for the presence of PDs, based on the DSM-III 

diagnostic criteria, demonstrating the best discriminative ability (Langbehn et al., 1999). The 

instrument is scored dichotomously yes (1) and no (0). A sensitivity of 0.77 and specificity of 

0.71 for receiving a DSM-IV PD diagnosis was demonstrated for a threshold of ≥4 in a 

Norwegian study (Olssøn, Sørebø, & Dahl, 2011). The instrument is used both as an interview 

and self-report. In our study, the instrument was used to include participants in the non-

clinical sample; the interviews were performed by phone and the exclusion criterion was any 

item met. 

 

4.5 Procedures 
4.5.1 Referral procedures 

In the clinical sample, referring therapists evaluated symptom disorders (MINI), personality 

pathology (SCID II) and global functioning (GAF). In the non-clinical sample, global 

functioning (GAF) and screening for PD (IPDS) were evaluated in a telephone consultation. 

There was a maximum interval of five weeks between the last evaluation of the SCID-II and 
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the SCID-5-AMPD-I assessment, and the rater of personality functioning was blind to the 

results of the diagnostic evaluation. Regarding symptom disorders, the referring therapists 

were asked to ensure that these were still present. For the non-clinical group, the potential 

presence of symptom disorders was not evaluated. 

Initially, the clinical sample comprised 289 patients. One patient was excluded because of 

missing diagnostic information, and three patients were excluded because of diagnostic 

contra-indications, that is, autism spectrum disorder, diagnosed after inclusion in the study. In 

the subsample of 34 patients referred to the test-retest IRR study (Paper 1), one participant 

was excluded due to autism spectrum disorder, diagnosed after inclusion. Three participants 

were excluded because of a large discrepancy between the first and second interviews 

(difference of mean LPFS larger than 1.0). Of note is that these interviews were all performed 

by inexperienced raters. The remaining 30 patients were included in the total clinical sample. 

 

 

 

 

4.5.2 Criteria for exclusion 

Exclusion criteria were as follows: schizophrenia spectrum disorders (except schizotypal PD), 

sequelae after brain injury, pervasive developmental disorders (i.e., autism spectrum 
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disorders), mental retardation, severe ongoing substance abuse, and lack of understanding of 

the Norwegian language. Therapists were instructed not to refer patients judged to be in an 

acute crisis. 

 

4.5.3 Procedure for video-based IRR study (Paper 1) 

From a pool of 85 video-recorded assessments of the SCID-5-AMPD-I, 17 recordings were 

drawn. Each video-recording was viewed and independently rated by four other raters, drawn 

from a pool of seven raters. Hence, each of the 17 participants were given five independent 

ratings, including subdomains, domains and global score. The number of interviews 

performed by each rater ranged from two to six. The first five recordings were selected in 

order to represent each of the five levels, while the other 12 were randomly selected, using a 

net randomizer. 

 

4.5.4 Procedure for the test-retest IRR study (Paper 1) 

In the test-retest study, seven raters conducted the SCID-5-AMPD-I interview, four 

experienced raters and three inexperienced psychology students. Two raters assessed 33 

patients independently and we aimed for a maximum interval of two weeks. A rotation 

schedule was used to assign raters, with the aim of pairing each rater with all other raters at 

least once, including all possible combinations of rater pairs (seven raters squared × two rater 

positions = 98 possible combinations). The aim was to balance the raters in the first and 

second interview positions. However, it was not possible to execute the rotation schedule 

perfectly to include all possible combinations, and some raters were paired together more 

often than others. Five participants were assessed by two experienced raters, 15 patients were 

assessed by two inexperienced raters and 13 were assessed by one experienced and one 

inexperienced rater. The mean interval between the two ratings was 9.2 days (SD = 5.4 days). 

Each patient was compensated with a 500 NOK gift certificate for being interviewed a second 

time. The mean duration for experienced raters was 72 minutes and for inexperienced raters 

83 minutes. Of note is that this version included a few questions concerning demographic data 

that are not part of the SCID-5-AMPD-I. 

 

4.6 Ethical considerations 

The study was approved by the regional committee for medical and health research ethics 

(REK) on January 12, 2015 (REK ref.no: 2014/1696). All participants received written and 
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verbal information about the study and participation was based on informed consent. All 

participants were provided feedback regarding their scores, including a discussion of the 

implications. Unless the participants refused, the results were communicated to their 

therapists in order to provide useful information for their further treatment. 

 

4.7 Statistical analyses 

4.7.1 Statistical power 

We aimed to include patients within the main diagnostic categories, namely borderline PD, 

avoidant PD and antisocial PD, as well as a control group. Statistical power analysis was done 

based on detecting a minimum difference regarding the external variables of 0.7 SD. This 

corresponds to a medium effect size (Cohen’s D; indicating the standardized difference 

between two means) for the difference between two groups. An ANOVA, one-way, fixed 

effects, with N = 30.66, should detect this difference with a probability of 0.80 at a 

significance level of 0.05. We chose to increase the number of subjects in each group upwards 

to 35, and the study therefore included at least140 subjects in total, to obtain 80% statistical 

power. Later, as our research aims were developed and revised and we decided to include 

more participants. 

 

4.7.2 Paper 1 

The aim was to evaluate the inter-rater reliability of the Norwegian translation of the SCID-5-

AMPD Module I. Two methods were applied, a video-based approach and a short-interval 

test-retest approach. The IRR was evaluated by estimating the means of the ICC for the global 

LPFS, domains, and subdomains. We also assessed the level of agreement between raters with 

regard to ratings of a PD diagnosis being present or not, evaluated by Cohen’s kappa in the 

test-retest study, using t-tests for group comparisons. 

We provide here information about the model, form, and type of the ICC calculated (McGraw 

& Wong, 1996; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979; Trevethan, 2017), according to the study design used 

for the two approaches. In the video-based IRR study, we drew 17 videos from a group of 85 

videos, and five raters were drawn from a group of seven raters. The variation in the data is 

regarded as coming from two sources, the participants and the raters, and a two-way, random-

effect model was used to evaluate the extent to which the five raters gave the 17 participants 

similar ratings using the SCID-5-AMPD-I interview. Furthermore, we wanted to estimate the 

reliability of each single rater’s score. Thus, we used a two-way, random-effect model, single 
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measure, (ICC (2,1)). Because we wanted to estimate how similar the five raters’ scores were, 

not only how they were correlated, the absolute agreement approach was applied. 

In the test-retest IRR study, each participant was rated by two raters, who were considered 

randomly selected. Because the participants represent the source of variance, a one-way, 

random-effect model for the ICC analyses was applied. The form and type of ICC were 

similar to the video-based study: single measure, absolute agreement (ICC (1,1)). 

For the video-based study, we applied the guidelines of Cicchetti (1994) when interpreting the 

ICC estimates. According to these, coefficients below .40 indicate poor inter-rater reliability, 

between .40 and .60 is indicative of fair agreement, between .60 and .74 is regarded as good, 

while coefficients higher than .75 are regarded as excellent. For the test-retest IRR study, we 

deemed it reasonable to apply the criteria used for the ICC estimates in the DSM-5 field trials, 

based on a test-retest design with two raters (Chmielewski et al., 2015; Clarke et al., 2013; 

Kraemer, Kupfer, Clarke, Narrow, & Regier, 2012). The ranges are as follows: excellent 

(>.80), very good (.60–.79), good (.40–.59), questionable (.20–.39), and unacceptable (<.20). 

For the test-retest field trials, the DSM-5 Taskforce regarded ICC values of >.40 as 

acceptable, though with a maximum range of 0.5 for the 95% confidence interval (CI) 

(Kraemer et al., 2012). 

When Cohen’s kappa coefficient was evaluated, the diagnostic threshold for a PD was 

determined in two ways: by applying a cut-off score for the global LPFS score of 1.5 or by 

applying a cut-off score of 2.0. 

 

4.7.3 Paper 2 

The main aim of the second paper was to evaluate the global LPFS assessed by the SCID-5-

AMPD-1 as a “screener” for the presence of a DSM-IV PD. We also evaluated the diagnostic 

algorithms based on this instrument. 

First, a standard two-by-two table was used to find the sensitivity and specificity for potential 

mean LPFS cut-off values, with the presence of one or more DSM-IV PD diagnoses as a 

dichotomous “reference standard” (Portney & Watkins, 2009; Trevethan, 2017). The mean 

LPFS was based on the evaluation of all 12 subdomains. As the PD-NOS to some extent 

corresponds to the PD-TS in the AMPD, this category was included, using 10 DSM-IV PD 

criteria as a threshold (Loranger, 1999; Pagan, Oltmanns, Whitmore, & Turkheimer, 2005). 

We calculated Youden’s index (Youden, 1950) for each threshold. This index, calculated as 
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(Sensitivity + Specificity – 1), is frequently used to choose a cut-off value for a diagnostic 

threshold and equally weights sensitivity and specificity (Fluss, Faraggi, & Reiser, 2005). Of 

note is that there is no universal “optimal cut-off point” for a diagnostic test; what is optimal 

depends on the purpose of the test and the clinical consequences of the results for the target 

population. For example, if used as a screener in an outpatient population, the optimal cut-off 

value of a test might be different from a more specific diagnostic test. If the consequences of 

missing a diagnosis are quite serious, a lower cut-off point might be appropriate, thereby 

increasing test sensitivity. Furthermore, a high degree of sensitivity would be preferable for a 

test that is the first of two steps in a diagnostic process, such as for Criterion A for specific PD 

diagnoses in the AMPD. In this process, evaluation of Criterion B, as well as the C through G 

criteria, are expected to result in the exclusion of some participants who scored positive in the 

first test. 

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis (Metz, 1978) was performed for the 

evaluation of diagnostic precision, using any DSM-IV diagnosis as a dichotomous criterion 

variable (Figure 2). An ROC curve is generated from paired sensitivity and (1 – specificity) 

values for all obtained mean LPFS values, and with the area under the curve (AUC; Hanley & 

McNeil, 1982) as a measure of diagnostic accuracy. While a value of 1 indicates 100% 

accuracy, an AUC of 0.5 indicates that the test has no discriminatory ability. The AUC is 

often used to compare the performance of different tests. A commonly used interpretation for 

the AUC values is that estimates of 0.70 to 0.80 are “acceptable,” 0.80 to 0.90 are “excellent,” 

and 0.9 or above are “outstanding” (Hosmer Jr, Leeson, & Sturdivant, 2013). 
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To evaluate how well the thresholds will identify specific PD diagnoses, we evaluated 

sensitivity estimates for the four most important PD diagnoses in our sample. Regarding the 

three algorithms evaluated in the Morey survey, we evaluated sensitivity and specificity based 

on the average of all three subdomain scores within each domain. 

 

4.7.4 Paper 3 

The primary aim of this paper was to evaluate the ability of the LPFS to explain variation in 

psychosocial functional outcome in the clinical sample, measured by the WSAS and the GAF-

F. We conducted a series of hierarchical multiple linear regression analyses, and the 

assumptions for the linear regression model (homoscedasticity, linear relationship, normality, 

lack of auto-correlation and multi-collinearity) were checked. The potential problems of 

multi-collinearity needed special attention. We evaluated both the components, as well as 

domains of the LPFS as predictors in our analyses, and these elements were demonstrated to 

be highly correlated with each other. Table 4 illustrates the correlations, which range from .60 

to .76. 

 

Table 4 

Inter-correlations between mean LPFS, components, domains, WSAS and GAF-F 

 

Figure 2 

Area under curve (AUC) = 0.839 (95% CIs [0.781, 0.895]; P < 0.005) (Paper 2) 
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 Mean 

LPFS 

Self Inter- 

personal 

Identity Self-

direction 

Empathy Intimacy PD 

crit 

WSAS GAF 

Mean LPFS  .922 .943 .858 .896 .874 .885 .672 .416 -.444 

Self .932  .758 .943 .941 .701 .712 .624 .443 -.435 

Interpersonal .943 .758  649 .749 .928 .937 .635 .341 -.401 

Identity .858 .943 .679  .773 .603 .662 .569 .487 -.397 

Self-direction .896 .941 .749 .773  .719 .680 .605 .343 -.423 

Empathy .874 .701 .928 .603 .719  .739 .602 .257 -.413 

Intimacy .885 .712 .937 .662 .682 .739  .583 .377 -.336 

PD crit .632 .624 .635 .569 .605 .602 .583  .323 -.396 

WSAS .416 .443 .342 .487 .343 .257 .377 .323  -.335 

GAF-f -.444 -.435 -.401 -.397 -.423 -.413 -.336 -.396 -.335  

 

Notes: 

All correlations significant at the .01 level, Mean LPFS = average of ratings for all 12 subdomains, PD crit. = total number 

of DSM-IV PD criteria evaluated by SCID-II 

 

 

Tolerance and the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) are both widely used measures for the 

degree of multi-collinearity in a regression model. Tolerance for one predictor suggests a 

proportion of variance, in that it is not related to the other predictors. There are different 

“rules of thumb” for values that indicate serious multi-collinearity in regression analyses; one 

threshold often used is 10 or more (O’Brien, 2007). We found the VIF for the domains all to 

be below 3.0, except for one (Self-direction: 3.4), indicating that multi-collinearity was not a 

problem in the predictor analyses, in spite of the high correlations between the different 

elements of the LPFS. 

In order to decide which model to evaluate, we analyzed the associations between age, 

number of symptom disorders, and functional impairment. The correlation was significant 

only for the number of symptom disorders. Furthermore, based on an independent t-test, no 

significant gender differences for any of the two outcome variables were found. Because of 

empirical support for a more negative impact on psychosocial functioning for PDs than for 

symptom disorders, the number of symptom disorders was entered in the first block of a 

hierarchical regression analysis. 

In line with previous research, we entered the sum of the SCID-II criteria in the second block 

and the mean LPFS in the third block. In order to evaluate whether the total number of PD 

criteria was able to obtain incremental validity over the mean LPFS, we also reversed the 

order of the independent variables. 

A second set of hierarchical regression analyses was conducted to evaluate components and 

domains within the LPFS as predictors of psychosocial impairment. The variables were 

entered according to our expectations regarding the ability to explain variance: The number of 

symptom disorders in the first block, then the number of SCID-II criteria. For the two 
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components of the LPFS, Self and Interpersonal, we entered both in the third block. We also 

conducted a similar analysis with all four entered in the third block. 

 

4.7. 5 Common for all papers 

For the analyses of all three papers, the different levels of personality functioning were 

defined as follows: Level 0: mean LPFS 0–0.49; Level 1: 0.5–1.49; Level 2: 1.5–2.49; Level 

3: 2.5–3.49; and Level 4: 3.5–4.0 (see Paper 1 for more details). All statistical analyses were 

performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA).  

 

5. Results 
 

5.1. Descriptives 
 

Some descriptive analyses were conducted to provide an empirical backdrop for the 

interpretation of our results. The LPFS ratings are presented in Table 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 
LPFS ratings 

 Total sample 
n = 317 

Clinical sample 
n = 282 

PD sample  
N = 192 

 
 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Mean LPFS 1.7 1.0 1.9 0.9 2.2 0.7 
Self 1.9 1.1 2.1 0.9 2.4 0.7 
Interpersonal 1.5 1.1 1.7 1.0 2.0 0.9 
Identity 1.9 1.1 2.1 1.0 2.5 0.8 
Self-direction 1.8 1.1 2.0 1.0 2.3 0.8 
Empathy 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.7 1.0 
Intimacy 1.7 1.1 1.9 1.1 2.3 0.9 
Note: All ratings based on the average of subdomain scores. The PD sample 
includes PD NOS. 

 

Participants in all groups were rated more severely impaired in self-functioning than in 

interpersonal functioning, and for all groups, the domain of Identity achieved the highest 

impairment scores and Empathy the lowest. For the four main specific DSM-IV PD diagnoses 
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(Table 6), the mean LPFS varied from 2.3 for ASPD to 2.8 for OCPD. For participants with 

no comorbid PD diagnoses (referred to as “single PD”), the mean LPFS varied from 1.7 for 

ASPD to 2.3 for BPD. For participants with no PD diagnosis, the mean LPFS score was 1.1. 

To compare different PD groups, we also evaluated the mean GAF-F as a measure of more 

general dysfunction. For the four main diagnostic groups (participants with comorbid PD 

diagnoses included), patients with ASPD demonstrated the most severe dysfunction, while for 

BPD and AVPD, the estimates were almost identical (51.1 for AVPD vs 51.6 for BPD). We 

found the highest number of symptom disorders in the ASPD group (2.7). With respect to PD 

comorbidity, the OCPD group had the highest number (3.1).   

Table 6  

Some important descriptive results related to their PD status***, standard deviation in parenthesis 

BPD 

n = 70 

AVPD 

n = 81 

ASPD 

n = 30 

OCPD 

n = 21 

Single 

BPD 

n = 32 

Single 

AVPD 

n = 47 

Single 

ASPD 

n = 13 

Single 

OCPD 

n=6 

PD 

NOS** 

n= 45 

No PD 

n = 83 

Non-

clinical 

n= 35 

Mean LPFS* 2.7 

(0.6) 

2.3 

(0.8) 

2.3 

(0.9) 

2.8 

(0.8) 

2.5 

(0.5) 

1.9 

(0.5) 

1.7 

(0.6) 

2.2 

(0.9) 

1.6 

(0.7) 

1.1 

(0.8) 

0.1 

(1.4) 

Identity* 2.9 

(0.6) 

2.6 

(0.8) 

2.1 

(1.1) 

2.3 

(1.2) 

2.8 

(0.4) 

2.4 

(0.6) 

1.4 

(0.7) 

2.9 

(0.9) 

2.3 

(0.6) 

1.4 

 (1.00) 

0.2 

(0.2) 

Self-direction* 2.7 

(0.7) 

2.3 

(0.9) 

2.7 

(0.8) 

2.2 

(0.9) 

2.5 

(0.6) 

1.9 

(0.6) 

2.3 

(0.6) 

2.7 

(0.8) 

2.1 

(.7) 

1.3 

(1.0) 

0.2 

(0.3) 

Empathy* 2.2 

(0.9) 

1.7 

(1.2) 

2.1 

(0.9) 

1.9 

(0.8) 

1.9 

(0.7) 

1.1 

(0.9) 

1.7 

(0.7) 

2.5 

(0.9) 

1.5 

(1.0) 

0.8 

(0.9) 

0.1 

(0.2) 

Intimacy* 2.8 

(0.8) 

2.4 

(1.0) 

2.2 

(1.1) 

2.4 

(0.8) 

2.6 

(0.7) 

2.2 

(0.9) 

1.5 

(0.9) 

3.1 

(0.8) 

1.9 

(.8) 

1.1 

(1.0) 

0.1 

(0.3) 

GAF-F n = 66 

51.6 

(7.3) 

n = 75 

51.1 

(8.3) 

n = 30 

47.7 

(6.4) 

n = 18 

49.6 

(7.0) 

n = 32 

54.4 

(8.0) 

n = 41 

54.6 

(7.7) 

n = 13 

49.9 

(6.8) 

n = 4 

56.2 

(11.4) 

 n = 41 

54.7 

(6.0) 

n = 77 

57.9 

(10.6) 

N = 32 

88.2 

 (4.9) 

Mean number 

of symptom 

diagnoses 

n = 63 

2.2 

(1.6) 

n = 72 

2.0 

(1.6) 

n = 29 

2.7 

(1.9) 

n = 19 

2.4 

(2.0) 

n = 30 

1.8 

(1.3) 

n = 43 

1.7 

(1.9) 

n = 12 

2.2 

(1.7) 

n = 6 

1.8 

(1.8) 

n = 36 

1.5 

(1.3) 

n = 75 

1.3 

(0.8) 
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Mean number 

of PD 

diagnoses 

2.17 

(1.38) 

1.86 

(1.32) 

2.37 

(1.73) 

3.10 

(1.89) 

* Average of subdomain scores; Level 0 = 0–0.49; level 1 = 0.50–1.49; level 2 = 1.50–2.49; level 3 = 2.50–3.49; level 4

= 3.50–4.0

** PD-NOS: Diagnostic threshold of > 10 PD criteria applied

*** For PD diagnoses retained in the AMPD, with sufficient number

5.2 Summary of the results (Papers 1–3) 

5.2.1 Research question 1 (Paper 1) 

To evaluate the inter-rater reliability (IRR) of the LPFS as assessed by the Norwegian 

translation of the SCID-5-AMPD Module I 

All estimates of the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) found in the video-based study 

were in the excellent range, according to the Cicchetti guidelines (1994). The ICC for the 

overall LPFS scoring was .96 (95% CI: [.92, .98]). For the four domains, estimates ranged 

from .89 (Intimacy), to .95 (Identity). Regarding the subdomains, all estimates ranged from 

.77 to .94, with the lowest for the two subdomains of Intimacy, both .77. For these 

subdomains we also found the widest confidence intervals (.60, .90) (Table 7). 

When a test-retest method was applied, the ICC for the total LPFS score was .75 (95% 

CI:[.55- .87]; for the four LPFS domains it ranged from .59 (Identity) to .80 (Self-direction). 

The smallest ICC values were .32 for the subdomain “Self-esteem” and .24 for the subdomain 

“Mutuality of regard reflected in behavior” (Table 4). In order to further explore the ratings 

for this subdomain, a paired sample t-test was conducted. This indicated that the LPFS scores 

did not significantly differ between the first interview (Mean LPFS = 2.06, SD = .67) and the 

second interview (Mean LPFS = 2.05, SD = .92) (t = .15, p = .82) in terms of “Mutuality of 

regard reflected in behavior.” 

Regarding the precision of the estimates, we found a maximum 95% CI interval for domains 

of .45 (Identity), while for three subdomains, “Self-esteem,” “Emotional regulation” 

(Identity), and the “Mutuality of regard reflected in behavior” (Intimacy), the CI interval size 
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exceeded .50. A paired sample t-test indicated no significant differences between the LPFS 

scores in the first interview (Mean LPFS = 2.06, SD = .67) and the second interview (Mean 

LPFS = 2.05, SD = .92) (t = .15, p = .82). For the three patients who represented outliers, all 

six ratings were performed by inexperienced raters (see 4.2.3; Procedure for test-retest study). 

For a mean LPFS threshold of 1.5, Cohen’s kappa was .57. Using a mean LPFS threshold 

level of 2.0 for the PD cut-off, we found a substantially larger Cohen’s kappa of .70. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 

Inter-rater reliability for SCID-5-Module I. 

Video-based  Test-retest based 

 ICC* 95% CI ICC** 95% CI 

Identity .94 (.88, .98) .59 (.32, .77) 

  Sense of self .94 (.87, .94) .59 (.32,.78) 

  Self-esteem .84 (.70, .93) .32 (−.02, .59) 

  Emotional range and regulation .83 (.69, .93) .40 (.07, .65) 

Self-direction .94 (.87, .98) .80 (.63, .89) 

  Ability to pursue meaningful goals .87 (.76, .95) .71 (.50, .85) 

  Constructive, prosocial standards .84 (.70, 

.937) 

.60 (.34, .78) 

  Self-reflective functioning .91 (.82, .96) .72 (.50, 85) 

Empathy .90 (.80, .96) .69 (.47, .84) 

Understanding and appreciation of 

others’ experiences and motivations 

.81 (.66, .92) .53 (.24, .74) 

  Tolerance of differing perspectives .84 (.70, .93) .66 (.42, .82) 

Understanding of effects of own behavior  .83 (.70, .93) .66 (.41, .81) 

Intimacy .89 (.80, .96) .63 (.37, .80) 

  Depth and duration of connections .83 (.70, .93) .60 (.33, .78) 

  Desire and capacity for closeness .77 (.60, .90) .57 (.30, .76) 

  Mutuality of regard reflected in 

behavior 

.77 (.60, .90) .24 (−.10, .53) 
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Total LPFS .96 (.92, .98) .75 (.55, .87) 

Note. CI = Confidence interval; ICC* = Intraclass correlation coefficient, two-way random, single, absolute 

agreement; ICC** = Intraclass correlation coefficient, one-way random, single, absolute agreement , LPFS 

= Level of Personality Functioning Scale 

 

5.2.2 Research question 2 (Paper 2) 

What is an optimal single global LPFS diagnostic threshold value for the presence of one or 

more DSM-IV PD diagnoses? 

As previously described, a global LPFS was the mean of the ratings of all 12 subdomains. 

First, a ROC curve analysis revealed an AUC of 0.84 (95% CI [0.78, 0.90], p < .005), 

indicating good accuracy for the global LPFS as a test for the presence of a DSM-IV PD 

diagnosis. An evaluation of sensitivity and specificity of different potential thresholds for 

global (i.e., mean) LPFS, relative to receiving any DSM-IV PD diagnosis, revealed a 

maximum Youden’s index for a threshold value of 1.4 (Table 8). For the specific DSM-IV PD 

diagnoses evaluated, the estimates for sensitivity were substantially higher for BPD than for 

AVPD, ASPD and OCPD. For example, with a threshold of 1.5 for the mean LPFS score, 

sensitivity was 0.77 for AVPD and 0.94 for BPD, the two main PD categories in our sample. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8 

Sensitivity (sens), specificity (spec), and Youden’s index (Ys) for different threshold values of mean 

LPFS scores gauged against any DSM-IV diagnosis, and sensitivity for the three main specific PD 

diagnoses in our sample (Paper 2) 

 DSM IV 

diagnosis 

PD-NOS 

included* 

N = 275** 

BPD  

 n = 70 

AVPD  

n = 81 

ASPD  

n = 30 

OCPD 

n = 21 

Single 

BPD 

n =32 

Single 

AVPD 

n = 47 

Single 

ASPD 

n =13 

Mean*** 

LPFS 

Sens Spec Y’s 

J 

Sens Sens Sens Sens Sens Sens Sens 

1.0 .969 .542 .511 1.00 .975 .967 .952 1.00 .979 .923 

1.1 .948 .566 .514 1.00 .975 .967 .952 1.00 .979 .923 

1.2 .922 .590 .512 1.00 .951 .867 .952 1.0 .936 .692 

1.3 .896 .614 .510 .986 .938 .800 .952 1.0 .915 .615 

1.4 .865 .663 .528 .986 .864 .800 .952 1.0 .809 .615 

1.5 .792 .699 .491 .943 .765 .767 .952 .969 .660 .615 

1.6 .745 .723 .468 .929 .728 .700 .952 .969 .596 .538 

1.7 .714 .771 .485 .943 .716 .700 .905 .969 .574 .538 

1.8 .667 .819 .486 .900 .691 .667 .905 .906 .532 .462 

1.9 .625 .867 .492 .871 .667 .633 .857 .875 .489 .385 

2.0 .563 .892 .455 .843 .580 .567 .857 .813 .362 .308 

2.1 .542 .904 .446 .843 .556 .567 .810 .813 .319 .308 
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2.2 .474 .904 .378 .757 .481 .533 .810 .688 .234 .231 

2.5 .309 .916 .225 .552 .370 .333 .719 .387 .149 .077 

* If specific DSM-IV diagnoses were applied as a reference standard, we found only minor 

changes in sensitivity: For mean LPFS 1.4: sens = .865/ spec. = .663, for mean LPFS 1.5: sens = 

.792/ spec = .669 

** Number lower than clinical sample (N = 282) because of missing DSM-IV diagnosis for seven 

participants 

 

 

5.2.3 Research question 3 (Paper 2) 

What is the optimal algorithm for domain-related impairment in the DSM-5 Section III, based 

on the ratings of all subdomains within each of the four domains of the LPFS? 

For this evaluation, we examined the three possible algorithms suggested in the Morey 

survey, but using the mean scores for the three subdomains within each domain as the basis 

for our analysis. The criterion to be fulfilled for each subdomain was a mean score of 1.5 or 

more, representing moderate (i.e. mean LPFS > 1.49; Level 2) or more severe impairment in 

personality functioning. 

1 For the first algorithm, requiring criteria met for at least one domain from self-

functioning and one domain from interpersonal functioning, we found sensitivity 

estimates of 0.73 for ASPD, 0.80 for AVPD, 0.91 for OCPD, and 0.99 for BPD. 

2 For the second algorithm, requiring criteria met for any two domains for either self- or 

interpersonal functioning, the estimates were 0.83 for ASPD, 0.91 for OCPD, 0.93 for 

AVPD, and 0.99 for BPD. 

3 Regarding the third algorithm, requiring criteria met for only one domain, the 

estimates were 0.95 for OCPD, 0.99 for AVPD, and 1.0 for both ASPD and BPD. 

As expected, the specificity was lowest for the least restrictive algorithm (the third), and 

highest for the most restrictive algorithm (the first). For the most restrictive algorithm, the 

rates ranged from .40 (ASPD) to .49 (BPD). The best combination of sensitivity and 

specificity was demonstrated for the second algorithm, criteria met for any two domains, 

irrespective of component. 

 

5.2.4 Research question 4 (Paper 3) 

How do the different levels of the LPFS relate to concurrent psychosocial functioning as 

measured by the self-report (WSAS), clinician rating (GAF-F) and other sociodemographic 

variables? 
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The results presented in Table 9 clearly indicate that more severe impairment of personality 

functioning was associated with lower psychosocial functioning, as measured by self-

reporting (WSAS) and clinicians (GAF-F). Moreover, the evaluation of demographic 

variables indicates that patients with more impairment of personality functioning were more 

often single and had more problems in daily living. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9 

Psychosocial functioning for the sample and distribution according to levels of personality functioning* (SD) 

 Non-

clinical 

sample  

Clinical 

sample  

PD 

sample  

N = 317 

Over-

all 

Level 0 Level  

1 

Level 

2 

Level 

3 

Level  

4 

 N  35 282 192 317 52 75 111 67 12 

GAF-S, mean (SD) 86.7 

(4.8) 

55.3 

 (8.0) 

53.7 

(7.4) 

58.8 

(12.5) 

79.3 

(11.6) 

58.0 

(8.7) 

55.3 

(7.1) 

51.3 

(5.7) 

46.7 

(4.9) 

GAF-F, mean (SD) 88.2 

(5.0) 

54.2 (9.0) 52.5 

(7.7) 

58.0 

(13.7) 

80.3 

(12.6) 

56.4 

(10.4) 

54.1 

(7.8) 

50.7 

(7.0) 

45.2 

(4.2) 

WSAS, mean (SD) 2.7 

(4.4) 

21.1 

(10.3) 

23.1 

(9.3) 

19.0 

(11.4) 

4.4 

(6.7) 

17.6 

(10.7) 

21.5 

(9.1) 

25.6 

(8.1) 

26.4 

(11.6) 
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Living alone % 23.5 32.7 33.5 31.6 23.4 31.4 30.5 34.9 58.3 

Marital status, single % 42.4 53.8 56.2 52.5 37.0 49.3 52.4 63.1 75.0 

Education,a Mean (SD) 6.2 

(2.8) 

4.1 (2.8) 3.8 

(2.7) 

4.4 

(2.8) 

6.1 

(2.6) 

5.0 

(3.2) 

4.0 

(2.7) 

3.4 

(2.2) 

2.7 

(1.5) 

Months in work,b mean 

(SD) 

10.3 

(3.8) 

4.4  

(4.9) 

4.0 

(4.9) 

5.1 

(5.1) 

9.9 

(4.1) 

5.4 

(4.7) 

3.8 

(4.7) 

3.8 

(5.0) 

1.5 

(3.1) 

Disability pension %  0 9.2 10.3 8.1 2.1 5.3 9.0 9.0 41.7 

Symptom disorders** - 1.7 (1.3) 1.9 

(1.5) 

1.7 

(1.3) 

1.4 

(0.8) 

1.4 

(0.9) 

1.6 

(1.1) 

2.3 

(1.6) 

3.8 

(2.6) 

PD criteria** Mean 

(SD)** 

- 11.1 (8.1) 13.6 

(7.8) 

11.1 

(8.1) 

1.4 

(2.7) 

6.5 

(4.9) 

10.7 

(5.5) 

16.2 

(8.7) 

26.5 

(7.2) 

*Ratings of levels of personality functioning are based on average LPFS scores when all 12 subdomains were rated. 

**No assessment in the non-clinical group. 

*** According to SCID-II. 

a) Years of education after primary school 

b) During previous 12 months, mean number of months in more than 50% work or studies 

For seven participants, SCID-II protocols were missing 

 

As to impaired functioning indicated by WSAS and GAF scores, the main difference in rating 

was between Level 0 and Level 1. Also for the other variables, the main differences were 

between 0 and 1, but also between 3 and 4. For the participants assessed at Level 4, the 

probability of living alone and of receiving a disability pension were substantially higher than 

for Level 3 and lower. The number of SCID-II criteria, the number of specific DSM-IV PD 

diagnoses evaluated by the SCID-II, and the number of comorbid symptom diagnoses all 

increased with the levels of personality functioning impairment (based on the LPFS), 

especially between LPFS Level 3 and LPFS Level 4. 

 

5.2.5 Research question 5 (Paper 3) 

Will the LPFS obtain significant incremental validity over the total sum of DSM-IV PD 

symptoms in accounting for variance in the WSAS and GAF? 

The variance between the WSAS and the GAF-F was to some degree accounted for by the 

number of symptom disorders and PD criteria, with higher impact from the PD criteria. 

However, when the LPFS was added to the model, common variance between symptom 
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disorders, PD criteria and the LPFS were partialled out; the LPFS revealed a significant, 

unique contribution to the explained variance of both outcome variables. 

In order to evaluate to which degree the total number of DSM-IV PD criteria was able 

to obtain incremental validity over the mean LPFS, the predictors were reversed for both 

analyses. For the WSAS, when the mean LPFS was entered in the second step, the explained 

variance was substantially increased (R2 = .174; ∆R2 = .149, p < .001). When the number of 

PD criteria was added in the third step, there was still a small increase in explained variance, 

but not significant (∆R2 = .003, p = .39). We found the same tendency for the GAF-F; there 

was a small but not significant increase in explained variance (∆R2 = .012; p = .057) when the 

number of PD criteria was entered in the third step. 

 

5.2.6 Research question 6 (Paper 3) 

Which of the two components and four domains within the LPFS are the strongest predictors 

of concurrent functional impairment evaluated by the WSAS and the GAF-F? 

In the next analysis, the total LPFS in the third block was replaced by the two LPFS 

components, Self and Interpersonal. This model accounted for more variance in terms of both 

the WSAS and the GAF-F than the former model. However, only the Self component 

revealed a significant, unique contribution to the model when the common variance of the 

independent variance was separated out. In a further variation of the third step of the 

regression analysis, we replaced the two components with their respective domains, Identity 

and Self direction (Self), and Empathy and Intimacy (Interpersonal). Among the six 

independent variables, unique contributions to the variance of the WSAS were from the 

Identity and Intimacy components, with the strongest contribution from Identity. Regarding 

the variance of the GAF-F, Empathy was the only component which made a unique and 

significant contribution to the model. 

6 Methodological considerations 

6.1 Patient samples 

6.1.1 Sample size for IRR studies (Paper 1) 

In a study of IRR, the aim is usually not to test a hypothesis, but to provide an estimation with 

a maximum degree of precision. Hence, there is no consensus regarding sample size in IRR 

studies; this depends on the observed variation, which is unpredictable (Saito, Sozu, Hamada, 

& Yoshimura, 2006). Regarding the LPFS, a sample consisting of participants with a broad 
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distribution of impairments will probably increase the true score variance, which might result 

in higher estimates of reliability (ICC). However, most often we want to generalize our 

estimates to a clinical population in which patients are more similar regarding personality 

functioning, such as an outpatient clinic. In our video-based substudy, the first five 

participants were selected to represent each level of impairment. Five independent raters rated 

each participant, resulting in 25 ratings. In general, our ICC estimates were high and the 

precision (CIs) was good. However, to increase the precision and thereby the generalizability, 

we included 12 more participants, randomly selected from all levels of impairment. The larger 

sample also resulted in smaller CI intervals, in other words, increased precision of the 

estimates. 

Regarding the test-retest method, our sample size appeared to be too small to obtain the 

optimal precision of the estimates. 

Most participants were recruited from units specialized in the assessment and treatment of 

patients with personality pathology, probably resulting in a higher proportion of participants 

with a PD diagnosis than in ordinary outpatient settings. However, a PD sample where most 

patients could be expected to represent the mid-range of impairment in personality 

functioning (e.g., mainly Levels 1 to 3) is a representative situation for the use of this 

instrument, probably resulting in more generalizable estimates than in more stratified samples. 

 

6.1.2 Generalizability (Papers 1–3) 

Although the patients were recruited from a variety of clinical sites and hospitals, there might 

have been notable sampling bias. First, the selection of recruitment sites was influenced by 

our aim to cover the whole range of severity of personality pathology. Hence, in order to 

include participants from Levels 3 and 4, we also invited therapists working in acute wards to 

refer patients. Therapists were also informed about our aims regarding severity. This might 

have influenced the distribution in order to fulfill our aims. However, it is also reasonable to 

assume that some therapists might have protected their most severely disturbed patients from 

participating in a study. 

Second, written consent from each participant was required. Willingness to participate in a 

study has proven to be associated with agreeableness and openness (Dollinger & Leong, 

1993); however, the degree of such bias regarding personality functioning is not clear. 
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Third, we aimed to include a sufficient number of participants with ASPD. This disorder is 

important in society, but not well represented in the general clinical mental health service or 

in clinical studies. In our sample, a substantial number of participants with this disorder were 

incarcerated. This could indicate that these individuals would not seek treatment outside the 

prison and therefore are not representative of this group in other clinical settings. 

Fourth, our non-clinical group was included to ensure participants with no impairment in 

personality functioning, not as a “control group.” Hence, as this group comprised students and 

employees, this limits its generalizability to the general population. 

 

6.2 Raters (Papers 1–3) 

In this study, the LPFS was evaluated by experienced raters for most participants. However, 

in the test-retest study of Paper 1, we also included inexperienced raters. These raters were 

psychology students who were close to graduation, which increased generalizability to 

clinical settings. All raters participated in two days’ training in the use of the LPFS and the 

SCID-5- AMPD I instrument, which should make it feasible for them to implement the 

instrument in most clinical situations. 

 

6.3 Assessments (Papers 1–3) 

One methodical strength of our study is that the raters of the LPFS were all blind to the results 

of the diagnostic evaluation regarding the DSM-IV PD diagnoses or symptom disorders. 

However, no evaluation of the IRR for the SCID-II or the MINI was arranged. This is an 

important limitation of our study, especially regarding the SCID-II, since PD diagnoses are 

crucial in the study. However, previous studies have indicated that PDs can be reliably 

assessed by the SCID-II (Lobbestael et al., 2011); one such study was by the Norwegian 

Network for Personality Disorders (Arnevik et al., 2009; Arnevik et al., 2010). All raters were 

experienced in PD assessment and all training (see 4.1.1) was mandatory. 

 

6.4 Research design of the IRR study (Paper 1) 

The reliability of the LPFS assessed by the SCID-5-AMPD Module I instrument was the main 

topic of the first paper. When this study was planned, our intention was to use a video-based 

method, that is, while one rater conducts the interview, a “blinded” rater provides an 

independent rating based on the video recording of the first interview. However, as we gained 
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experience with the structure of this instrument, we realized that the video method would not 

measure the differences in how raters interpreted the responses to the questions, which is of 

crucial importance for the use of this instrument. Hence, in line with the recommendations for 

the DSM-5 field trials (Chmielewski et al., 2015; Kraemer et al., 2012; Kraemer et al., 2010), 

we decided to conduct a test-retest with two independent raters. Another strength of this 

method is the ability to measure variations in the individual’s self-representation, not only 

variance in the performance of the instrument. Some true variance, due to the interval 

between the two interview sessions (maximum two weeks), could have occurred. However, 

previous research has found that it is unlikely that a patient’s personality function will truly 

change during an interval of less than two months (Verheul et al., 2008). In the SCID-5-

AMPD-I, raters are asked to evaluate personality functioning during the previous months. 

They are also instructed to pay special attention to fluctuations in personality functioning 

according to the interviewee’s emotional state. The use of the methods should provide more 

information about reliability than if the evaluation was based on one single method (Grove et 

al., 1981; Helzer et al., 1977). 

It should also be noted that our research design did not rule out the possible consequences of a 

“halo effect,” indicating that raters are prone to set scores in line with their preconceived idea 

of a patient’s level of functioning. In the SCID-5-AMPD-I, clinicians are instructed to obtain 

an overall impression of the patient’s level of personality functioning at the beginning of the 

interview, based on eight self/other screening questions. This assumed level should be kept in 

mind when starting to explore the subdomain. Hence, this structure might be sensitive to this 

effect, which could be reduced if all raters were instructed to ask all questions. 

 

6.5 Diagnostic efficiency indices (Paper 2) 

In Paper 2 we evaluated classification accuracy, namely which cut-off value of a single LPFS 

score gives the best combination of sensitivity and specificity when gauged against the 

presence or absence of PD diagnoses. This focus raises some questions regarding which 

statistics to use. First, specificity estimates for the different DSM-IV PD diagnoses would be 

of less interest, as these would be strongly influenced by the high number of PD diagnoses in 

our sample. Therefore, these were not reported. Second, in clinical practice, predictive values 

are often more interesting for the clinician. Both the estimates of sensitivity and specificity are 

conditional to the population in which they are calculated, and, the positive predictive 

proportions (PPP) and the negative predictive proportions (NPP) are often regarded as more 
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applicable for clinicians. These provide information about the probability that a patient with a 

positive test result actually has the disorder. However, according to our results, these 

estimates would be strongly influenced by the distribution of PD diagnoses in the target 

population. Hence, these were not reported, simply because the utility would be limited. The 

purpose of our evaluation is an initial evaluation of the construct validity of the global LPFS; 

further studies are needed to provide predictive values for clinical use. 

 

6.6. Evaluating the LPFS as a unitary construct (Paper 3) 

In the third paper, we evaluated the components and domains within the LPFS as predictors of 

concurrent functional impairment. The components and domains are, however, highly 

correlated, which is in accordance with the assumptions behind the LPFS as one single 

dimension. This raises both statistical and conceptual concerns. Regarding the problems of 

multicollinearity in our analyses of incremental validity, these are briefly discussed in the 

Statistical analyses section. However, from a conceptual point of view, there is a current 

discussion about whether the LPFS is best understood as a unitary concept, given the high 

degree of correlation between the two components as well as among the four domains. The 

domains have also demonstrated almost similar correlation with external variables such as 

well-being in some self-report studies (Bach & Hutsebaut, 2018; Hopwood, Good, et al., 

2018; Huprich et al., 2017). Authors behind the model have argued that this in concordance 

with their assumption that these four domains are expected to be manifestations of one  

common construct. Opposed to the hierarchically organized trait model in Criterion B, the 

components and domains of Criterion A are hypothesized to be intertwined “side by side.” 

However, the assumptions behind the model need to be tested; our contribution is to evaluate 

the relationship between each domain and the external variables, in a clinical sample.  

7. Discussion 

7.1 A short summary of the main findings 

One of the main findings of this thesis is that good inter-rater reliability of the global LPFS 

can be obtained by using the SCID-5-AMPD-I. This was true for both the test-retest study and 

the video-based study, although the estimates of the former study were substantially lower. 

However, these estimates were still within the good-to-very-good range, both for the domains 

and the overall LPFS score. When the dichotomous LPFS scores were evaluated in relation to 

a diagnostic threshold for PD, the kappa scores were good when applying a global LPFS 
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threshold of 2 for a PD diagnosis, while moderate when using an LPFS threshold of 1.5. A 

further evaluation of diagnostic cut-off values added empirical background for a diagnostic 

threshold for receiving a PD diagnosis based on a global LPFS score. When sensitivity and 

specificity were equally weighted, we found a global LPFS cut-off value slightly below 1.5 

for two of the main PD diagnoses in our sample. We concluded that a moderate impairment in 

personality functioning, defined as an average of the subdomain score in the interval between 

1.5 and 2.5, is a reasonable diagnostic threshold. 

An additional ROC analysis provided empirical support for the global LPFS score as an 

indicator for one or more DSM-IV diagnoses, evaluated by the SCID-II. However, we 

emphasized that the DSM-IV was no “gold standard” for the evaluation of the LPFS. In line 

with other authors (Morey et al., 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2019), research based on external 

validators, such as other aspects of functional impairment, is recommended. We therefore 

evaluated the association between the LPFS and psychosocial functioning, finding that the 

global LPFS score outperformed the sum of SCID-II criteria as predictors of concurrent 

psychosocial impairment rated by both self-report (WSAS) and by clinicians (GAF-F). For 

both measures, the Self component explained a larger degree of variance in psychosocial 

function than the Interpersonal component. Regarding the domains, Identity was a strong and 

significant contributor to variance in the WSAS ratings. Intimacy less strong but significant, 

while for the GAF-F ratings, Empathy was the only domain that significantly explained 

variance, though not substantially. 

 

7.2 Inter-rater reliability of the LPFS 

7.2.1 Observer-based IRR 

In the first phase of research on the AMPD, the evaluation of the level of personality 

functioning was based on clinical interviews that were developed for the assessment of other 

types of personality pathology such as the SCID-II (Few et al., 2013) and the OPD 

(Zimmermann et al., 2014). These studies found that the inter-rater reliability of the LPFS was 

acceptable, even for inexperienced raters. Shortly after the publication of the DSM-5, two 

new clinical interviews tailored for the assessment of the LPFS saw the light: the StiP-5.1 

(Berghuis, Hutsebaut, Kaasenbrood, De Saeger, & Ingenhoven, 2013) and the CALF 

(Thylstrup et al., 2016). The semi-structured STiP 5.1 has a structure similar to the SCID-5-

AMPD I. The IRR was evaluated in a clinical study by Hutsebaut et al. (2017), who found 

ICC estimates varying from .81 to .92 for the subdomains and from .90 to .92 for the domains, 
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and an estimate of .89 for the total LPFS score. These strong ICC estimates found in regard to 

the STiP 5.1 were recently confirmed in another clinical study by Zettl et al. (2019). For the 

CALF interview, the IRR was evaluated in a clinical pilot study by Thylstrup et al. (2016), 

who found the coefficients for the domains varied from .59 to .65. 

In our video-based substudy based on the SCID-5-AMPD Module I, the estimates were 

comparable to the STiP-5.1 study, finding an ICC of .96 for the total LPFS, and estimates 

from .89 to .94 for the domains and from .77 to .94 for the subdomains. A later study by 

Kampe et al. (2018) evaluated the IRR of the SCID-5-AMPD-I based on video recordings of 

the interviews, finding similar results. Here, the ICC for the global LPFS was .93, while the 

coefficients for the domains ranged from .79 to .95. As far as we know, no other studies of the 

CALF interview have been published. 

All the studies on IRR described above were based on video recordings, which is the most 

common method for the evaluation of IRR (Chmielewski et al., 2015). However, the method 

has several limitations. When scores are based on another rater’s interview, this method will 

not be able to measure variation in the patient’s history and self-presentation, or differences in 

how the raters conduct the interview. A test-retest method provides data from two different 

interview situations, including the variations described above, and the use of different raters 

also takes into account different styles of conducting the interview. Hence, this mimics most 

clinical situations. While the results of video-based IRR studies should be interpreted with 

caution, more information can be acquired when both methods are applied (Grove et al., 1981; 

Helzer et al., 1977). 

7.2.2 Test-retest-based IRR 

As expected, the test-retest method yielded weaker reliability ICC estimates compared with 

the video method. The IRR coefficients of the global LPFS, as well as the three domains, 

were in the very-good range (Kraemer, 2012; Regier, 2013) and the 95% CIs were rather 

small, indicating accurate precision. Among the domains, Self-direction achieved the highest 

ICC estimate, while the lowest estimate was found for Identity. In the only other test-retest-

based study on IRR of which we know, the poorest coefficients for domains were found for 

Identity (Dereboy et al, 2018). In this study, 20 patients were rated independently by two or 

more clinicians within a one-month interval. Of note is that the LPFS was scored based on 

clinical observation, not a clinical interview. It is also worth mentioning that also in the IRR 

analyses based on the less structured CALF interview, Identity achieved the poorest estimates. 
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One explanation could be suggested for the low rates for Identity found in the test-retest 

studies. This Identity domain achieved the highest coefficients when the video-observer 

method was applied, in accordance with the results of the video-based evaluation of the 

StiP 5.1. The lower estimates for the Identity domain found in both test-retest studies could 

support concerns regarding the complexity of Self-pathology. Identity might be difficult to 

understand and report consistently, while the less abstract domain of Self-direction, which 

achieved the strongest estimates, is easier to report consistently over time. This might be 

supported by the findings of a study about learnability by Garcia et al. (2018), where Self-

direction demonstrated excellent reliability even without training. 

The subdomain with the lowest coefficients (ICC = .24) in our test-retest study was the 

“Mutual regard reflected in behavior” (Intimacy domain). A closer inspection of the ratings of 

this subdomain revealed that only five of the 66 ratings assigned scores corresponding to a 

moderate impairment (Level 2). One possible explanation could be that the raters omitted 

questions that they felt were too confronting or too morally laden, and therefore proceeded to 

Level 3 prematurely or assigned a Level 1 without proceeding to Level 3 at all. In the 

Norwegian culture, some Level 2 questions of the SCID-5-AMPD-I might be found quite 

challenging, for example: “Do you primarily choose situations or relationships that clearly 

benefit you in some way, help you get ahead, or reflect well on you?” and “Do you generally 

only do things with or for others if there is something in it for you?” 

Another possible explanation is the inclusion of inexperienced raters in the test-retest study. 

Several authors anticipated that a reliable LPFS assessment would likely require extensive 

training (Pilkonis et al., 2011; Pincus, 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2012), because of its 

complexity and theoretically laden constructs. Some studies on IRR have questioned these 

concerns, but these were based on video observation or clinical vignettes. Two studies have 

demonstrated that inexperienced students can achieve acceptable reliability, rating recordings 

of interviews performed by experienced raters (Preti et al., 2018; Zimmermann et al., 2014). 

Another study has demonstrated that students are able to learn to assess the LPFS based on 

written vignettes and achieve a high degree of reliability by following a standardized training 

program (Garcia et al., 2018). Neither of these studies reported coefficients for subdomains. 

As previously described (4.2.1), for three participants there was a large discrepancy between 

the first and second interviews (difference of mean LPFS larger than 1.0), all interviews 

performed by inexperienced raters. We found that the screening questions for the subdomain 

with the lowest ICC estimates, “Mutual regard reflected in behavior,” were very differently 
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interpreted for these patients. The first rater asked questions related to Levels 0–1 and 

concluded with a score of Level 0 (no impairment), while the second rater asked questions 

related to Levels 2–4 and concluded by attributing a score of Level 4 (extreme impairment). 

These findings also revealed that the “funnel structure” might have some problematic 

implications, because the response to the initial screening questions is of substantial 

importance for which levels will be explored. These issues would not have been addressed if 

only a video design had been used for the evaluation of IRR. 

 

7.2.3. Implications of the IRR study 

Since our study demonstrated that by using the SCID-5-AMPD-I clinicians are able to assess 

the global LPFS and the four subdomains reliably, it may be assumed that a two-day training 

seminar is sufficient to learn how to use this instrument. However, if it is deemed important to 

assess all subdomains reliably, some more training is probably needed. Moreover, 

inexperienced clinicians in the PD field will probably need more training. Concerns have been 

raised as to the complexity of the AMPD, which may imply that this model is too difficult to 

learn within a reasonable amount of time. Based on our findings, we do not share this 

concern. It should be realized, however, that the interviewers in our study had a great interest 

in PDs and were highly motivated to learn the new interview. Clinicians in non-research 

situations may be find the questions in the SCID-5-AMPD-I too complicated and too theory-

laden to be applicable in clinical practice. 

A possible solution is some modification of the questions of the SCID-5-AMPD-I, as was 

done in the second edition of the StiP-5.1. Above, we discussed the possible implications of 

too direct questions in the SCID-5-AMPD-I. This is in line with concerns raised by other 

authors: Zimmermann et al. (2014) have suggested more in-direct questions in order to 

achieve stronger reliability. The example above also relates to a question briefly discussed 

later in this thesis, namely whether Level 2 puts too much emphasis on grandiose narcissism 

and too little emphasis on vulnerable narcissism. According to Miller, Gentile, Wilson, and 

Campbell (2013), vulnerable narcissism is positively correlated with avoidant PD, the most 

common PD diagnosis in our sample. The inclusion of questions reflecting vulnerable 

narcissism, thereby broadening the range of personality pathology, may improve the 

reliability and utility of Level 2. The potential impact of such a change needs to be considered 

carefully, since vulnerable narcissism may convey more severe pathology than grandiose 

narcissism. In the study of Miller et al. (2013), vulnerable narcissism was associated with PD 
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severity, which might imply that aspects of vulnerable narcissism should rather be rated at 

Level 3. 

For three of the patients, all three rated by inexperienced raters, the difference in global LPFS 

scores between the raters was > 1. This discrepancy might be related to the design of the 

SCID-5-AMPD-I, which emphasizes the interpretation of the initial screening questions. Our 

test-retest estimates indicate that there are still some concerns regarding the complexity of the 

instrument, although our design was not suitable for an evaluation of this topic. 

Some authors have already suggested some revisions of the wording of the LPFS in order to 

achieve stronger estimates of IRR. Few and her colleagues (2013) have discussed concerns 

regarding theory-laden concepts and language. They have, for example, criticized as being too 

complex and in need of simplification, descriptions of Level 4 in the Identity domain: 

“distortions and confusion around self-appraisal” and “Experience of a unique self and sense 

of agency/autonomy […] are organized around perceived external persecution” (Few et al., 

2013; Hutsebaut, Berghuis, & Ingelhoven, 2017). 

In this study we also evaluated the IRR of two possible diagnostic thresholds for a moderate 

level of personality functioning, that of a global level of 1.5 and a global level of 2.0. Based 

on the Morey survey, a moderate level was set as a diagnostic threshold for a PD diagnosis, 

but a more precise numeric definition of this threshold did not exist. Our analyses revealed 

that the agreement was better when the threshold for moderate impairment was set at +2.0 

rather than at +1.5, which was used in another more recent study (Morey, 2017). Paper 2 

aimed to further evaluate different diagnostic thresholds for the global LPFS and their 

potential implications. 

 

7.3 Evaluation of diagnostic thresholds 

An important aim of the DSM-5 P&PD WG was to establish diagnostic thresholds founded on 

firm empirical evidence (Skodol, 2014). The diagnostic strategies in the AMPD were based 

on an online survey (Morey & Skodol, 2013), in which clinicians were asked to fill in a 

questionnaire based on knowledge of one of their own patients. The authors conducted a 

series of diagnostic efficiency analyses, aiming to identify diagnostic strategies resulting in 

optimal continuity with the DSM-IV PD diagnoses. The next step was to evaluate these 

diagnostic thresholds in a field trial. However, to the best of our knowledge, this step was 

never realized. Hence, prior to our study, no other studies have evaluated the diagnostic 

strategies of the AMPD. 
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The Morey survey indicated that moderately impaired personality functioning (i.e., Level 2 of 

the global LPFS) was a reasonable diagnostic threshold for the presence of one or more DSM-

IV PD diagnoses. In the SCID-5-AMPD-I, a global LPFS rating is based on the average scores 

for the 12 subdomains. No guidelines existed regarding a more specific numeric definition of 

how average scores are translated into different levels of impairment . We found it reasonable 

to define Level 2 as the interval between 1.5 and 2.5; the threshold for endorsing this level 

would be an average score of 1.5. There was a need for a study providing estimates to guide a 

clearer understanding of how to define a moderate level. 

7.3.1 Diagnostic threshold for the general Criterion A 

First, our ROC curve estimates added empirical support for a prerequisite for the AMPD, a 

high degree of continuity with the DSM-IV. Our estimated AUC was in the excellent range 

(Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013), almost identical to what was found in the Morey 

survey. When we evaluated different threshold values of the global LPFS, using any DSM-IV 

PD diagnoses as the reference standard and based on equal weighting of sensitivity and 

specificity, we found the threshold to be 1.4. However, there is no “optimal cut-off point” for 

a test; the cut-off choice depends on the target population, the purpose of the test, and the 

clinical consequences of the results. If a test has a screening purpose, the optimal cut-off point 

criteria might be different from a situation in which a test is intended to identify a level of 

treatment. Serious consequences of missing a diagnosis will probably lead to choosing a 

lower cut-off point in order to increase test sensitivity. In the case of a step-wise diagnostic 

model such as the AMPD, a high degree of sensitivity would be preferable for the first step, in 

order to avoid that too many patients with clinically relevant personality pathology are 

excluded from further diagnostic evaluation. 

Our results indicated that a cut-off value of 1.5 for the global LPFS score might represent a 

reasonable diagnostic threshold for receiving a PD diagnosis in the AMPD. However, we 

revealed some important consequences related to a common, transdiagnostic threshold. For 

example, when a global LPFS of 1.5 is applied, the sensitivity for BPD would be substantially 

higher than for AVPD. If we use the global LPFS as a screener for a DSM-IV PD, 

approximately one in three with a single AVPD (i.e., with AVPD only) would be excluded. 

For these individuals, the consequence could be exclusion from further evaluation and from 

treatment programs. Given the significant psychosocial impairment reported in people with 

AVPD (Eikenaes, Hummelen, Abrahamsen, Andrea, & Wilberg, 2013; Lampe & Malhi, 

2018), and also the high prevalence in clinical settings (Zimmerman et al., 2005), the clinical 
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implications of a common threshold for the global LPFS might be substantial for this 

diagnostic category. Of note is that other studies have also found a weak association between 

AVPD and the global LPFS (Few et al., 2013; Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, et al., 2017). For 

instance, in the StiP-5.1 study there was a close-to-zero correlation between the number of 

DSM-IV AVPD criteria and the global LPFS. However, no studies have evaluated how the 

different domains of the LPFS are related to the different DSM-IV disorders. 

In our study, we found that Empathy had relatively low scores in patients with AVPD, 

compared to the scores of other domains (see 5.2, Table 8). There are several possible reasons 

for this. First, patients might have overestimated their own empathic capacities. However, 

limited self-knowledge is probably a trans-diagnostic phenomenon. Second, the raters in our 

study might not have been sufficiently able to estimate these capacities accurately with 

limited prior knowledge about the patient, as was the case in this study. A third, related 

possible explanation might be that our raters did not find the descriptions in the LPFS 

resonating with their assumptions about impaired personality functioning in these patients. 

For example, in the Empathy subdomain “Understanding and appreciation of others’ 

experiences and motivations,” moderate impairment (Level 2) is described as “Is hyper 

attuned to the experience of others, but only with respect to perceived relevance to self.” We 

assume that most clinicians find the first part easy to apply for AVPD. However, the second 

part is more indicative of narcissism, focusing on self-enhancing interpersonal striving, rather 

than the detached pattern of interpersonal interaction, characteristic of AVPD (Lampe & 

Malhi, 2018). The disorder-specific impairment criterion for Empathy is probably more 

descriptive of the typical features of AVPD: “Preoccupation with, and sensitivity to, criticism 

and rejection associated with distorted inference of others’ perspectives as negative” (APA, 

2013, p. 765). 

With respect to patients with the clinically important DSM-IV diagnosis BPD, almost all were 

rated moderately or more severely impaired according to the LPFS. The finding is in 

accordance with other LPFS studies (Few et al., 2013; Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, et al., 2017; 

Morey et al., 2011), and can be regarded as in accordance with an important aim of the 

revision of both the ICD and the DSM, namely avoiding large discrepancies with the previous 

description of BPD (Morey & Skodol, 2013; Reed, 2018a). 

As ASPD has been found to be one of the PDs with the most impaired personality 

functioning (Morey et al., 2011), the low estimates of sensitivity for this DSM-IV diagnosis 

were not expected. However, this could be explained by our sample, as most participants with 
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an ASPD diagnosis were incarcerated. Two other clinical studies have evaluated the LPFS in 

incarcerated populations diagnosed with an ASPD. In both studies, the participations were 

rated less impaired for most domains, compared to our sample (Amini, Pourshahbaz, 

Mohammadkhani, Khodaie Ardakani, & Lotfi, 2015; Wygant et al., 2016). Hence, our results 

are in line with previous findings. One possible explanation is that incarcerated individuals 

are probably less inclined to seek treatment compared to participants recruited from outpatient 

clinics. Seeking treatment often indicates some degree of recognition of impairment. It is 

reasonable to assume that patients seeking treatment will report themselves more disturbed 

than those not seeking treatment. 

It is worth mentioning that a study by Holde (2017) discussed the LPFS and its ability to 

identify individuals with an ASPD diagnosis, based our sample of 30 participants with this 

diagnosis. Psychopathic traits were scored using the screening version of the Psychopathy 

Check List (Hart, Cox, & Hare, 1995). A significant negative correlation was found between 

the PCL:SV score and the LPFS rating. The author concluded that presumably the most 

impaired patients, those with scores on the PCL:SV, were not captured within the LPFS 

construct. It was hypothesized that the Empathy domain was too focused on cognitive 

empathy, while individuals with psychopathy primarily lack affective empathy. 

For OCPD, sensitivity estimates were comparable with those for BPD, in other words, 

rated more impaired according to the LPFS than other PD diagnoses evaluated. This finding 

might be unexpected, as in the study by Morey et al. (2011), OCPD and NPD were found to 

be the least impaired PDs. We also found that co-occurrence of other PD diagnoses was 

higher in this group than for the others (see 5.2, Table 6). As the LPFS has been found to be 

significantly correlated with a number of DSM-IV diagnoses and symptoms (Few et al., 2013; 

Hutsebaut, Kamphuis, et al., 2017; Morey et al., 2013), this co-occurrence probably explains 

the estimates in our sample. However, because the number of OCPD patients was small (N = 

21), our findings should be interpreted with caution. 

 

7.3.2 Diagnostic thresholds for the disorder-specific Criterion A 

We found that for the most restrictive algorithm, requiring a moderate or more severe 

impairment in both one self-domain and one interpersonal domain, our results indicated poor 

continuity with the DSM-IV, especially for ASPD and AVPD. For the second algorithm, 

indicating impairment in any two of the four domains (any two areas present), we found a 
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high degree of continuity for BPD, ASPD, and OCPD. The estimates of sensitivity were 

higher than in the Morey survey, probably because the Morey survey uses the specific criteria, 

that is, describing typical impairment for each specific PD diagnosis. The least restrictive 

algorithm, implying that a moderate or more severe impairment is required in only one of the 

four domains, demonstrated an almost 100% sensitivity. In general, the specificity rates were 

poorer than in the Morey survey, probably because our evaluation was based on the average 

of all subdomains, not the specific impairment criteria. 

We found the “any two areas present” algorithm to represent the best combination of 

sensitivity and specificity in our analyses. However, this needs to be further evaluated in 

clinical samples by a measure tailored to the assessment of the specific PDs included in the 

AMPD. 

 

7.3.3 Implications of the evaluation of the diagnostic strategies 

Our findings have some implications for the clinical application of the AMPD. The stepwise 

structure of the model was designed to assess the PD criteria in succession, enabling the 

clinician to exclude patients without a PD at each step, retaining only patients meeting the 

criteria for PD. As such, if patients with a PD were to be excluded in step 1, this would have 

had consequences in terms of not being further assessed in steps 2 and 3. As noted in a paper 

by the authors behind the model for clinical application, the first step can involve both single-

item-based screening and a more complete evaluation of impairment in all four domains, 

“(..based on available time, information, and expertise” (Skodol, Bender & Oldham, 2015, 

p. 607). 

Our findings indicate that a threshold based on a single-item (global) LPFS encompasses most 

patients with a DSM-IV PD, especially patients with BPD, as these patients usually have a 

more general impairment across all four domains of the LPFS. However, we also found that 

one third of the patients with AVPD, which has a more differentiated profile, would be 

excluded from further assessment. If the “any two areas present” rule was applied, based on 

the complete evaluation of all four domains, our findings indicated a much higher sensitivity 

for this group. This illustrates a possible problem with the model: An individual may be 

assessed with a moderate or more severe impairment in two domains, but still be assessed 

with a global LPFS below the threshold. Hence, these concerns are primarily related to the use 

of the global LPFS as a screener. Of note is that this implication is also relevant for the 

ICD-11, which has a similar, stepwise diagnostic framework. Here, a quick and user-friendly 
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screening tool is suggested as a screening for the presence of a PD, while a more 

comprehensive instrument is suggested a “step 2-assessment” for further evaluation of 

severity (Bach, Kongerslev, & Simonsen, 2019). 

Although continuity with the DSM-IV was not the sole objective of the AMPD, the negative 

impact of AVPD is well documented (Lampe & Malhi, 2018; Skodol, 2011). According to 

our results, the use of the global LPFS as a screener excludes a substantial proportion of 

patients with this diagnosis from well-documented treatment programs (Simonsen et al., 

2019). 

There are at least two possible solutions to these concerns. First, one could argue that 

although the LPFS is a unidimensional construct, a single-item LPFS score is not suitable as a 

screener. If so, a complete assessment of all four domains, using the “any two areas present” 

rule, could be recommended as a first step. Another solution is to focus on the LPFS and its 

ability to identify pathology related to AVPD. As described in more detail above, and also 

evident from Table 6, the Empathy domain should receive a closer look. Due to the negative 

impact of and the promising treatment options for AVPD, and the need for a screening 

measure for clinical practice, we will argue for further development and research related to 

the assessment of the global LPFS for this purpose. For ICD-11, authors (Bach et al., 2019) 

have recently recommended the use of a brief self-report, the Standardized Assessment of 

Personality – Abbreviated Scale (SAPAS-SR; Moran et al. 2013), as a screener, and the use of 

the SCID-5-AMPD-I in a second step. For the LPFS, some self-report instruments for 

screening purposes are now available, for example the 12-item questionnaire LPFS-Brief 

Form (Bach & Hutsebaut, 2018; Hutsebaut et al., 2015). The association with different PD 

categories has been evaluated for this instrument, demonstrating the strongest relation with 

BPD (r = .30, p <.01). For AVPD the association was weaker (r = .17; p <.05). However, 

there is a need for further research and the development of screening instruments for use both 

in the AMPD and the ICD-11, also in order to explore the potential consequences for 

important groups of patients in need of tailored treatment. 

Early on, members of the DSM-5 P & PD WG called for studies calibrating the LPFS against 

other validators than DSM-IV-related variables, such as measures of functional outcome 

(Morey et al., 2011). This was our focus in Paper 3. 
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7.4 The LPFS as predictor for psychosocial functioning: Concurrent validity 

To evaluate psychosocial functioning as an external validator for the LPFS, we applied the 

GAF-F and the WSAS as outcome variables. We found both measures to be stronger 

correlated with the LPFS than with the total number of PD criteria, evaluated by the SCID-II. 

The results are in line with the findings from the Morey survey (2013), the only study we 

know validating clinician-rated LPFS scores against measures of psychosocial functioning. 

Initially, we evaluated how different levels of personality functioning were related to other 

external variables. For most variables of psychosocial functioning, we found a large increase 

in impairment from Level 0 to Level 1. This was expected, as most participants rated at 

Level 0 were recruited among healthy employees and students. Furthermore, for some 

variables, a large discrepancy in impairment was found between Level 3 and Level 4. For 

example, almost one half of the Level 4 patients received disability pension, while this status 

was reported for only a small minority at Level 3. In addition, for the number of SCID-II 

criteria, there was also a substantial increase between these two levels. This finding is in 

accordance with the results of an item response theory study based on our clinical sample 

(Hummelen et al., 2020), which finds relatively small shifts in threshold parameters from 

Level 2 to Level 3 compared to the shift from Level 3 to Level 4. The large decline in 

functioning between Level 3 and Level 4 was not reflected in the self-report measure WSAS. 

This self-reported relatively good psychosocial functioning, despite their severe impairment, 

could indicate a lack of self-understanding on the part of these patients. Another possible 

explanation could be that these individuals have adapted their living conditions to their 

limitations. Of note is that few individuals in our sample were rated at Level 4, so these 

results should be interpreted with caution. However, in general, the distribution of impairment 

in psychosocial functioning was ordered as expected. 

We found the LPFS to be a stronger explanatory variable for impairment rated by the WSAS 

and the GAF-F than the number of SCID-II criteria. Our results support the conclusion of the 

10-year follow-up CLPS study, which was that a single severity dimension of elements 

related to self and interpersonal functioning was the strongest predictor of concurrent 

dysfunction (Hopwood et al., 2011). Furthermore, the findings provide empirical support for 

the LPFS as a valid measure of PD severity. The two components and the four domains were 

all significantly correlated, in line with the assumptions of the LPFS as a unidimensional 

construct. 
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In order to shed light on whether one or more of these elements provide any unique or strong 

contribution to variance, a series of regression analyses was conducted. First, for both 

outcome variables, a strong difference between the two components of the LPFS was found. 

The Self component demonstrated a strong and significant ability to explain variance in 

psychosocial functioning over and above the SCID-II criteria, while the Interpersonal 

component did not significantly contribute to any variance. To the best of our knowledge, no 

other studies have evaluated the two components as predictors. However, some researchers 

have evaluated their association with external variables. A tendency in accordance with our 

results was found in a validation study of the STiP 5.1 interview, based on a clinical sample 

(n = 80) (Hutsebaut et al., 2017). The researchers found the global LPFS score, as well as the 

Self component, to be significantly correlated with self-reported psychological distress, while 

no such association was found for the Interpersonal component. Another study focused on 

patients’ premature termination of psychotherapy (Busmann et al., 2019).The authors 

concluded that impairment related to the Self component was more strongly associated with 

dropout than impairment related to the Interpersonal component, providing support for the 

strong position of the Self component found in our study. 

We also evaluated the four domains of the LPFS as predictors for psychosocial functioning. 

First, for the WSAS, Identity was the only domain significantly accounting for variance. The 

Identity domain describes impairment in the three subdomains of Self-esteem, Sense of self 

and Emotional regulation. These capacities are all important for the development of 

meaningful relationships, making important decisions, and achieving one’s life goals 

(Schwartz et al., 2011). 

Our findings have some theoretical support in the idea of identity as fundamental in driving 

interpersonal dysfunction (Kernberg & Caligor, 1996) for PDs. There is also some empirical 

support for a strong association between identity and psychosocial functioning for BPD 

(Esguevillas et al., 2018; Wilks, Korslund, Harned, & Linehan, 2016). For AVPD, we know 

that low self-esteem and affective instability are both associated with this disorder (Eikenaes 

et al., 2013; Lynum, Wilberg, & Karterud, 2008; Snir, Bar-Kalifa, Berenson, Downey, & 

Rafaeli, 2017). In a Norwegian qualitative study, patients seeking help with AVPD were 

interviewed about their everyday life experiences (Sørensen, Råbu, Wilberg, & Berthelsen, 

2019). The authors concluded: “Overall, the findings revealed how the participants’ efforts at 

sense-making of their own experiences sometimes resulted in the questioning of their identity 

and sense of agency – leaving them bereft of options for resolving their rational problems” 
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(p. 675). As for BPD, we can also understand AVPD as a disorder of identity, using social 

avoidance as a coping strategy (Johansen et al., 2018; Lampe & Malhi, 2018). 

We also found that the interpersonal domain Intimacy significantly contributed to some 

variance. One possible explanation is that one of the five items of the WSAS, “Forming and 

maintaining close relationships with others, including the people I live with,” is very close to 

the descriptions in the Intimacy domain of the LPFS. 

When psychosocial function was evaluated by the GAF-F, our findings were less conclusive. 

The four domains were almost equally correlated with this variable, in line with what was 

found in some self-report-based studies (Hopwood, Good, et al., 2018; Huprich et al., 2017), 

which studied the association between self-reported psychosocial functioning and impairment 

in personality functioning across work/school relationships. When a series of hierarchical 

regression analyses was conducted, we found only the Empathy domain as a unique 

significant contributor to variance, though not substantial. These results diverge from the 

results found in the study by Esguevillas et al. (2018), which identified Identity as the only 

significant predictor for psychosocial functioning rated by the GAF-F. However, the subjects 

of that study were patients with BPD, and there is a need for further research to evaluate the 

LPFS as a predictor for psychosocial impairment measured by different instruments. 

 

7.4.1 Implications of the study of concurrent validity 

We found that the distribution of severity of psychosocial functioning along the levels of 

personality functioning supported the theoretical model behind the LPFS. 

A clinically useful diagnostic model should optimally strike a balance between empirical 

support and efficacy (Clarkin & Huprich, 2011; Hopwood et al., 2011). There is an ongoing 

debate as to whether the LPFS can be best understood as a single, unidimensional construct, 

as two components, or as four separable domains (Bender, 2018; Meehan et al., 2019; Morey, 

2019a, 2019b; Sleep, Lynam, Widiger, Crowe, & Miller, 2018; Sleep et al., 2019; Widiger 

et al., 2019). The LPFS seems to be a relatively homogenous construct. This is in line with the 

assumption that the different elements of the LPFS can be regarded as different manifestations 

of one unidimensional construct (Morey, 2019). 

A strong correlation between the two main components implies that dysfunction in the Self 

domains will often be associated with dysfunction in the Interpersonal domains. This 

assumption has broad theoretical support, describing self- and interpersonal functioning as 
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essentially intertwined rather than as separable entities. However, although mutually 

intertwined, it is reasonable to expect that these elements should be distinguishable in some 

way. Our findings indicate that for the LPFS, self-related pathology is a stronger predictor for 

psychosocial functioning than for interpersonal impairment, especially in the domain of 

Identity. This domain describes elements regarded as important for the development of 

meaningful relationships, making important decisions, and achieving one’s life goals. 

Individuals who know who they are and are able to regulate their feelings are more likely to 

feel positive about themselves and to engage in enjoyable careers and relationships (Schwartz 

et al., 2011). 

However, there is a mutual relationship between aspects of psychosocial functioning and 

aspects of personality functioning. This knowledge inspired the proposal of a qualifier for 

late-onset personality disorder in the ICD-11: the emergence of PD symptoms after the 

withdrawal of protective psychosocial factors such as family support and occupational status 

(Tyrer, Reed, & Crawford, 2015). The mutual relationship is to some degree illustrated by the 

emphasis on positive external validation as a crucial part of the description of moderate 

impairment for all subdomains of identity, which acknowledges the importance of a certain 

degree of successful psychosocial functioning for the sense of identity. An important aim of 

the AMPD is to cover the specter of relevant pathology for each individual patient, in order to 

inform and track tailored treatment (Bender et al., 2011). The strong position of self-

pathology as a unique and strong predictor for psychosocial functioning underlines the 

importance of focusing on self- and identity-related problems in clinical situations. Our results 

also provide empirical support for the final decision by the ICD-11 Work Group: Following 

the example of the AMPD, self-pathology is included in the severity measure for PDs in the 

ICD-11 (Reed, 2018; Tyrer, Mulder, Kim, & Crawford, 2019). Our findings also add support 

for the LPFS as a more valid measure of PD severity than the total number of SCID-II 

criteria. 

8. Conclusions and future perspectives 

I have previously described how the field of PDs has moved from a categorical paradigm 

towards a dimensional paradigm. The hybrid AMPD is one possible approach to a transition 

towards a dimensional diagnostic model. This model intends to offer not only qualitatively 

distinct diagnostic labels, but a broad understanding of the complexity of an individuals’ 

personality pathology, probably facilitating a more tailored treatment. The LPFS represents a 
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trans - theoretical construct intended to capture core features of personality pathology, across 

the traditional PD categories. A careful evaluation of the LPFS offers an individual profile of 

impairment in four domains and 12 subdomains, each representing different potential targets 

for treatment. Several authors have already provided examples of clinical application of the 

model (e.g., Bach & Bernstein, 2019; Hopwood, 2018; Pincus, 2018), all demonstrating the 

clinical utility of LPFS. However, it is also important to investigate the reliability and validity 

of the LPFS. 

One of the main findings of this thesis is that by using the SCID-5-AMPD-I, good inter-rater 

reliability could be obtained for the global LPFS and the four domains, even with a modest 

amount of training. The video-based IRR study, as well as the test-retest study, provided good 

reliability estimates for both the global LPFS and the four domains. However, the test-retest 

design revealed poor estimates for three subdomains, which may imply that reliability 

assessment of the subdomains needs more training, especially when it comes to inexperienced 

clinicians. Though the funnel structure of the SCID-5-AMPD-I makes it more time-efficient 

to conduct the interview, it may also increase the risk of skipping assessment of the correct 

levels. This risk could be mitigated by developing a thorough understanding of the theoretical 

concepts presented in the LPFS, as well as taking into account all available information 

collected by multiple methods, including informant reports, observations, self-reporting, 

clinician ratings and other available sources.                                                                                                       

By analyzing different diagnostic thresholds for receiving any DSM-IV PD diagnosis, we 

found that a cut-off value of 1.5 for the global LPFS was a reasonable threshold, providing the 

best continuity between the traditional PD system and the AMPD regarding PD diagnoses. 

However, a substantial number of patients with AVPD would not be identified by using this 

cut-off point. Though DSM-IV is no gold standard for diagnosing PDs, it is important to take 

this concern into account in further revisions of the AMPD since AVPD is a common disorder 

associated with high levels of functional impairment.  

Our results offer empirical support for the concurrent validity of the LPFS as a severity 

measure of PD pathology, since the global LPFS outperformed the number of SCID-II criteria 

as a predictor of psychosocial impairment. Though the elements within the LPFS were 

strongly intercorrelated, the Self component emerged as a strong predictor of psychosocial 

functioning, supporting the importance of focusing on identity and self-direction problems in 

clinical assessment and the treatment of patients with personality problems. 
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Our findings are also relevant for the more recently released ICD-11 PD classification. The 

ICD-11 is intended to align with the DSM framework with a similar step-wise diagnostic 

framework, including a screening procedure in the first step. 

In future research, it is important to focus on the predictive validity of the LPFS by 

conducting prospective studies in clinical samples. There is also a lack of studies based on 

multi-method design, rating the LPFS by both self-reporting and observer’s ratings in clinical 

samples. AMPD was developed with the intention to provide the clinicians with a more useful 

diagnostic model than the traditional categorical approach. I will welcome more studies 

regarding the clinical utility of the model.  How PDs are diagnosed in clinical practice is often 

different than in a research setting, and whether clinicians will utilize the whole model, and 

the clinicians apply the information provided to treatment, need to be evaluated.  

The research on the LPFS is still in its adolescence, but it is to be expected that the increasing 

amount of research on the AMPD will pave the way for an empirically supported diagnostic 

model for PDs in later versions of the DSM. 
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Page Line Original  Proposed corr Corrected 

2 4 har de de siste Corr har det de siste X 

2 8 men AMPD Corr Mens AMPD X 

3 4 det må å 

identifisere 

Corr det mål å identifisere X 

7 9 DSM-IV Corr DSM-5 X 

9/10 32 and 

further 

This supports a focus 

on self-related 

pathology in the 

treatment of PDs. 

This supports a focus 

on self-related 

pathology in the 

treatment of PDs and 

the inclusion of self-

pathology in ICD-11., 

and also provides 

support for the 

inclusion of self-

pathology in the 

ICD-11.  

The sentences 

(bold) should be 

removed/ 

changed, as   it 

is repeated and 

hence, 

redundant 

 This supports a focus on 

self-related pathology in the 

treatment of PDs and the 

inclusion of self-pathology 

in ICD-11 
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13 15 PD disorder Corr 

(Redundant ) 

PD X 
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Throughout the years X 

19 4 large Over 

longitudinal 
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Large longitudinal X 
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Mutuality in regard 

reflected in behaviour 
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